TRAINING SOLUTIONS <

company

“LION is the world’s largest provider of fire and safety training
tools and full-scale, multidisciplinary firefighter training
complexes. We offer the most complete array of highly
differentiated products and services to ensure that first
responders are truly ready for action.
Our portfolio provides hands-on training solutions for any highrisk industry. We serve a wide range of industries requiring fire
and safety training, including airline, military, fire departments,
oil and gas organizations, petrochemical companies, and
training academies.
We believe that by building strong foundational practices during
training, departments are better equipped and prepared to
handle real emergency situations. This belief has fueled our
passion and has lead us to develop the most advanced fire
training centers in the world.
While remaining a family business, we have the organizational
and financial resources to execute large-scale projects as well
as the flexibility to tailor them to our customers’ expectations.
Our team of (HAAGEN*) Training Solutions Architects provide
expert consultancy every step of the way, from concept to
planning to construction.”
LION Training Solutions Team
*The association between HAAGEN and LION, explained: HAAGEN was purchased by LION
in 2012. As a natural last step in this acquisition, the HAAGEN name was withdrawn from
the market (in 2019) and substituted by the LION name. All of the human, technological and
development resources are the same as before, and form a focus point for growth within the
LION group for years to come.
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OUR MISSION
Each and every day, we fulfill the personal
safety, readiness and identity needs of our
customers worldwide.
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OUR VALUES
INTIMACY | FOSTERING CUSTOMER INTIMACY
We have a deep commitment to delivering at a “world-class” level our
customers’ personal safety, readiness and professional identity needs.
Delivering this starts with having strong personal networks and with personal
experience “walking in the shoes of the customer”.

INTEGRITY | DOING WHAT WE PROMISE
We seek to do business with stakeholders who share our commitment to
honesty, transparency, candor and fun, as well as to act consistently with our
core values — like us, they strive to win with integrity.

GROWTH | LEARNING FROM EVERYTHING AND EVERYONE
We value curiosity and strong personal initiative in the pursuit of understanding
our customers’ needs and exceeding them.

RESPECT | RESPECTING ALL PEOPLE
We harness diverse points of view and even conflict as useful sources of
learning, innovation and continuous improvement.

COLLABORATION | COLLABORATING TO DELIVER SOLUTIONS
We use teamwork and a commitment to do whatever it takes to deliver
solutions. This is what fuels our operational excellence. Lasting internal and
external partnerships based on trust, mutual respect and collaboration are at
the heart of LION’s success.

EXCELLENCE | EXPECTING NOTHING SHORT OF EXCELLENCE
We understand that exceeding out customers’ expectations demands
leadership, diligent planning, skillful organizing, rapid decision making, training
and having the right tools — this is how we consistently and reliably achieve
flawless execution.

LEADERSHIP | BEING GOOD CORPORATE CITIZENS
We extend our sense of leadership to the global communities in which we live
and work — we are privileged to give back to those that give so much to us.
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COMPANY PROFILE
LION is an innovative technology company devoted to utilizing smart technology to develop life-saving
products. Our vision is to apply cutting-edge technology to improve the life-safety conditions of the global
workforce.
At LION, we are passionate about removing potential hazards without sacrificing the effectiveness of the
training or action during the real thing. For us, true fire safety is refusing to compromise service personnel
quality of life before, during or after the event.
That’s why our products are built with robust safety measures such as gas detection, temperature
monitoring, wireless control, emergency lighting, emergency stops and garment thermal protection such as
IsoDri® so that you can focus on the task at hand — not the risk.
BEFORE – It all starts with training. LION makes equipment to help your team get ready for any emergency
scenario. With digital fire simulators, smoke generators, gas-based fire technologies and more, your team
can practice different fire scenarios and prepare for the worst.
DURING – LION turnout gear and station wear is designed to be as durable as it is comfortable. With
thoughtful details like gussets for a greater range of movement, fade resistant materials and ergonomic
features, our gear lasts as long as you do.
AFTER – Make sure your gear and equipment are up to the challenge with LION Total Care. We offer repair,
recordkeeping and cleaning of your entire kit.
LION is proud to be an integrated member of the fire service and first responder community. Our staff
includes dozens of former and active fire brigade and police professionals from seven different countries.
This connection to the industry allows us to design and develop products and services that are best aligned
with the actual needs of the end users.

Lion Group, Inc
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COMPANY PROFILE
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LION (FORMERLY HAAGEN)

FIRST RESPONDER TRAINING
PRODUCTS

FIRST RESPONDER TRAINING
PRODUCTS

PPE LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT

PPE LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT
LION TOTALCARE
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TRAINING PRODUCTS
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TRAINING PRODUCTS
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LION
Global Reach

• Largest provider of training equipment
and facilities for first responders
• Own manufacturing facility and R&D

• Ofﬁce: NL, Europe
• Ofﬁce: NY, USA
• Office: OH, USA
• Worldwide distributors / agents

Industry Experts

• Employees: +120
• Engineers: +10
• Project managers: +5
• Fireﬁghters: +10
• Solution Architects: +8
• More than 100 years
of combined experience

Innovations
• Patented digital ﬁre technology
• Digital & Gas Driven hybrid solutions
• Patented Class A
dual combustion technology
• Afterburner system for clean
carbonaceous fire training
• +80 ﬁre training products & systems
• +25 safety products

Projects

• +500 completed projects in
30 different countries
• Over 300 clients in Fire Service,
Emergency Service, Military,
Government, Oil & Gas and other
industrial sectors

Standards

• DIN compliant projects: 400
• NFPA compliant projects: 80
• ESV compliant projects: 5
• LION compliant projects: 100%
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FIRE SAFETY TRAILERS

ADVANCED
LIVE FIRE

STRUCTURES
& FACILITIES

TRAINING CENTRE
DESIGN
DIGITAL FIRE
SMART PROPS
& ACCESSORIES
DIGITAL FIRE
GAS-BASED FIRE
CLASS A FIRE

SMOKE GENERATORS

ESCALATING TRAINING
LION is more than just a “run of the mill” training products manufacturer. We believe there’s a safer, more
effective, and less costly way to prepare your people to face dangerous situations. We know that you’re
responsible for the safety of your entire community – from school teachers to seasoned firefighters and
everyone in between.
We’re committed to helping the global workforce learn the skills they need in unique ways. We believe that
training is an escalating program that supports your people wherever they are on their training journey.
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BASIC LIVE FIRE

With our wide range of digital, live-fire products and facilities, your trainees can master the basics before
building up to live-fire training – and beyond. We can help you give them the right hands-on training – that
aligns with your training objectives – to build the skills to move them further along this spectrum.
Because many of our products work together seamlessly, you can think of our tools, props and facilities as
pieces of a bigger puzzle. You can add onto your existing program instead of buying new equipment every
year as your needs change. You can give your people the skills, knowledge, and experience they need today
and in the future. You can stretch your budget. And best of all, you can get your people home safe.
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ALWAYS ONE STEP AHEAD

FIRE TECHNOLOGIES
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DIGITAL FIRE TECHNOLOGY
HEAVY DUTY AND RESPONSIVE FIRE TRAINING

DIGITAL FIRE

Technology

SAFE
Reduce exposure risks to cancerogenous
noxes and soot

DIGITAL FIRE TECHNOLOGY

LION’s revolutionary digital fire technology allows instructors to create realistic firefighting
training grounds where real fire isn’t possible. The ATTACK™ digital fire technology
provides comprehensive hands-on training using self-generating digital flames that
respond directly to the trainees’ actions.

FLEXIBLE
Choose between different classes of fire

The ATTACK panel is a portable, simulated seat of fire that responds to hose lines by
creating heavy smoke conditions and simulating steam conversion in nearly any training
environment. The panel can be hit with any hose line in your training arsenal as well as
with a digital hose line. An infinite number of panels can be wirelessly linked together to
allow the fire to grow and spread.

Technology Advantages

SCALABLE
Connect multiple panels to create a larger
seat of fire or even flashover simulations

VERSATILE
Train anytime, anyplace, at any level
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Many fire departments have come to us with challenges that prevented them from
conducting live-fire training. They have out-of-date burn towers or acquired structures
that don’t comply with environmental, state, local or national regulations. Digital fire
technology allows instructors to give their trainees realistic hands-on training when or
where live-fire isn’t possible. This is a great solution for areas where live burns are no
longer feasible, or as a way to acclimate new firefighters to fiery environments or reinforce
skills with veteran firefighters in a safe environment.

Training Opportunities

Firefighters can benefit from training with digital flames by focusing on suppression and
water application, practicing varying stream patterns and water placement while properly
advancing a charged line.
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GAS-BASED FIRE TECHNOLOGY
REAL FIRE TO CHALLENGE YOUR TEAM

GAS-BASED FIRE
Technology

CUSTOM DESIGN
Endless design possibilities
Designed for your specific needs

BEHAVIOUR CONTROL
Adjustable fire intensity
Reactive to extinguishing agents
Cubic fire growth scenarios

Gas-based fire technology is an integral element in LION’s training systems and centers.
Gas-based fire is an ideal training resource for any industry or specialty and can be used
to accurately simulate nearly any fire behavior. Paired with our proprietary industrial smoke
generators, the gas-based fire simulators create challenging environments for multi-level
firefighting training curricula.
Training evolutions can easily be repeated to allow all trainees to get hands-on firefighting
experience without extensive downtime. The instructor can stop the flames at any moment,
and start a new evolution with a push of a button. Training instructors have full command to
create a broad range of realistic training scenarios.
Gas-based fire technology can be incorporated in realistic designs manufactured in painted
mild steel, stainless steel, corten, or can be incorporated in decommissioned structures that
are prepped for the intended use (storage tank, train compartment etc.)

TRAINING IMPACT
Practice exposure te real flames in a
highly controlled environment

USER DATA LOG
Real time data log system
Trainee performance reports
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GAS-BASED FIRE TECHNOLOGY

Technology Advantages

The LION gas-based fire technology is versatile, realistic, safe and highly repeatable. It applies to
a great range of training scenarios and can be customized to fit any specific need. Thermocouples
register the extinguishing performances of the trainees and adjust the fire behavior accordingly.
Poor skills will result in growing fires, fire contamination and/or rekindling. This allows the instructors
to teach proper attack and extinguishing techniques and correct the trainees during the drill.

Training Opportunities

Training applications supported by LION gas-based fire technology include marine, aviation,
residential, commercial, industrial, transport etc.
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CLASS A FIRE TECHNOLOGY
PERFECT HEAT AND SMOKE EXPERIENCE

CLASS A FIRE
Technology

START CONTROL
Gas assisted ignition

DUAL FUEL CLASS A FIRE TECHNOLOGY

STOP CONTROL
Water deluge system

REAL HEAT & SMOKE
Temperatures of up to 650°C
Thick black smoke layers

The LION dual fuel fire technology provides wood based fire training with assisted gas ignition and
a water drench system. This design delivers carbonaceous fires with real heat and dark smoke, in
a completely safe and controllable rendition. Paired with our proprietary afterburner system, the
dual fuel fire technology is the world’s sole carbonaceous fire training system with 0% noxious
emissions.

Technology Advantages

Dual fuel fire technology delivers the challenging carbonaceous fire environment, with the safety
and maneuverability of an automated system. Live fire is controlled by a push of the button.
Although the wood remains wet after being extinguished, it can be lit again immediately — without
having to load more wood into the burner.
The afterburner filtering system extracts and purifies the smoke before releasing it safely into the
environment, making it possible to train with carbonaceous scenarios even in areas with strict
environmental regulations.

Training Opportunities

Training with wood-fueled fire is critical in understanding fire behavior and getting controlled
exposure to high intensity flames with real heat and smoke, before confronting these factors in a
real situation. Burning wood gives off real heat and heavy smoke that most realistically simulates an
actual fire incident.

TRAINING IMPACT
Study fire behaviour in a controlled environment
Get exposure to real heat and smoke
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WATER DELUGE SYSTEM

CONTROLLED IGNITION

AFTERBURNER
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AFTERBURNER TECHNOLOGY

THE ONLY ECO-FRIENDLY WOOD BURNER IN THE WORLD
AFTERBURNER

Technology

LION

OTHERS

Uses Dual Fuel
Class A Fire Technology.

Use standard methods.

AFTERBURNER SYSTEM
Clean Carbonaceous Fire Training

Carbonaceous fires have a huge impact on the environment, but are essential for comprehensive
fire training. The smoke from carbonaceous fires is produced by the partial burning and gassing of
wood. This smoke presents high concentrates of CxHy, CO, and PAC’s. The LION afterburner is a
treatment installation which burns noxious carbonaceous smoke particles.

REAL HEAT & THICK BLACK SMOKE

CLEAN AIR AFTERBURNER
To address the emision issues of
traditional Class A burning, a
unique afterburner has been
designed to extract and clean the
smoke as it is emitted.

100% ECO PROOF*

SMOKE SCRUBBER

Systems based on water injection
only partly remove emissions.

The smoke is guided by a high temperature fan into a burner cell, where it is mixed with combustion
gas and fresh air. This mixture is then ignited for a second burn, with temperatures rising up to
850°C (1,560°F). When starting up the carbonaceous fire, a significant amount of gasses and soot
will arise. These gasses and soot will be used as fuel during the combustion process as well. This
will result in a significant reduction in the use of additional combustion fuel during afterburning.

Technology Advantages

The LION unique smoke purifying solution allows you to bring carbonaceous fire training to almost
any location, without having to worry about environmental constraints. Some of our class A fire
training systems are located in urban areas, in the heart of the communities that need to be
protected by their fire departments.

CHEMICAL WASTE

Training Opportunities

Exposing trainees to carbonaceous fires is crucial to them experiencing real heat and black smoke
in a controlled and safe environment. Furthermore, carbonaceous fire training is fire (and smoke)
behavior training. The LION afterburner systems are designed to allow the trainer to influence the
thickness and height of the smoke layer, air flow and intensity of the combustion by adjusting the fan
speed and smoke extraction valves.
Afterburner systems can be designed as forced draft installations as well as natural draft installations.

* The LION Afterburner System cleans 99,9% of all noxious residues resulted from class A burns.
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MODULAR FIRE TRAINING
TURN ANY ROOM INTO A FIRE ROOM*

MODULAR FIRE
Technology

MOBILE SAFETY TROLLEY
• built in thermal sensors
• built in gas detection
• built in safety lamp

MOBILE FIRE CELL
• refractory tile lining
• supports all fire classes

MODULAR FIRE TRAINING
Control and Safety Console

The LION modular fire training design consists of a mobile fire cell and a mobile safety trolley, which
connect to any and all of our custom build fire training simulators, both gas fueled and
wood fueled.

Technology Advantages

Modular fire training designs provide increased flexibility in setting up training scenarios. Fire points,
control systems, safety systems and thermal shielding can be moved from one area to another,
where connection points have been installed. Turn any room into a fire room by just installing a fire
point connection and moving the rest of the fittings around.

Training Opportunities

Training in a modular fire training environment is constantly renewed, challenging and addresses
training fatigue among recurrent trainees. The LION modular fire training design is applicable to gas
fueled and wood fueled fires alike, allowing for multi-level training on a variety of training objectives.

MOBILE FIRE PROPS
• multiple connection points
• mobile fire props
• supports all fire classes
• endless possiblities
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* Any room that is fitted with drainage, ventilation and connection point for the modular fire technology.

MOBILE FIRE CELL

MOBILE SAFETY TROLLEY

MOBILE PILOT BOX XL
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SAFETY ABOVE ALL ELSE

WE DON’T JUST MEET THE STANDARDS, WE EXCEED THEM

SERVICE
After sales support, service
and maintenance are high
priorities for our company
towards our customers.
A consistent and well
organized service program
will help ensure the safety,
performance, and reliability
of the fire training systems
for years to come.

INNOVATION
With an in-house R&D
department, LION is able
to continually create and
improve on new technologies
for the optimal safety and
training experience.

TECHNOLOGY
LION’s state-of-the-art
technologies meet all
required codes & standards
and often exceed the NFPA
standards of safety. We are
proud to showcase our
products and feel confident
knowing that they are safer
alternatives than traditional
methods of training.

IMPROVEMENT
LION is constantly improving
its technology and service.
LION is ISO9001 certified and
makes use of user groups to
improve and hold quality
standards throughout the
company, ensuring the best
safety practices for all
parties.

SAFETY
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SAFETY
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PROJECT APPROACH
FIRE TRAINING SOLUTIONS

The LION promise is to design fire training solutions that help deliver
the educational outcomes set out in your training curriculum. To
achieve that, we set out a process that begins long before the factual
engineering stage of fire training equipment.
Our involvement in your project begins as early as the research and
definition stage. Our Solution Architects help define your training goals
and align them against the applicable training curricula and certification
requirements relevant to your industry and location. Once a thorough
inventory of the training goals is completed, our experts hold meetings
with key stakeholders within your organization, to define the details of
the emergency scenarios that would work best.
With the emergency scenarios drafted, our Solution Architects then
elaborate technical solutions that can simulate fire emergencies that
are realistic, challenging and safe at the same time. This book is a
collection of some of the solutions we have designed for our customers
around the globe.
Although each project is unique, the main steps of the
LION Training Solutions project approach are similar each time,
as illustrated in more detail on the next page.

PROJECT APPROACH
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TRAINING SOLUTIONS

User Focus Group

DESIGN PROCESS

Organizing focus groups with instructors
and industry subject matter experts to
further define the training objectives and
come up with realistic training scenarios.

Definition

Solution Architecture
Project Management
Service Support

Preliminary Design
First design draft of the
proposed simulation training
unit is submitted for evaluation
and further optimization.

Assessing training needs and
goals, and defining the scope of
works for our Solution Architects.

Analysis

Analyzing your training needs
and goals against the
applicable training standards
and curricula’s, and against
other specificities in your
country and/or industry.

Design Solution

Final design is completed and
approved by the customer.
Solution Architects hand over
the project to the Project
Management team.

Engineering

Our in-house engineers detail
the chosen design solution to
incorporate all of the features
requested in the project scope.

Production

Manufacturing is also done in
house and in partnership with
trusted parties that have a
long-term proven record of quality
and performance standards that
align to those of LION.

Testing

Every component of the
project is thoroughly tested
during assembly and as a
complete system (FAT).

Training
Delivery

Delivery on time, on budget,
anywhere in the world.
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LION always provides operator
training with standard delivery.
We can also support with
Instructor Training and training
curricula development, through
certified partners.

Service

LION provides several options
for maintenance and service
contracts, including 24/7
remote support, or in-country
service team, depending on
your needs.
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Training centers

TRAINING CENTERS
When it comes to training centers design, LION offers a full range of support from
initial concept design to construction, fitting out of advanced fire technology and
delivery. Our project portfolio includes projects we lead, as well as projects we
collaborated on with other partners and contractors.
All of our designs focus on REALISM, SAFETY and INNOVATION.
MPS TRAINING CENTER, GONGJU, SOUTH KOREA......................................... II-2
TAWAZUN SAFETY AND SECURITY DISASTER MANAGEMENT CITY
‘JAHEZIYA‘, ABU DHABI, UAE............................................................................ II-4
COLLIN COLLEGE PSTC, MCKINNEY TEXAS, USA........................................... II-12
RANCHO CUCAMONGA FIRE DISTRICT FIRE TRAINING CENTER,
CALIFORNIA, USA ............................................................................................... II-13
VICTORIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT TRAINING CENTER,
MELBOURNE, AUS.............................................................................................. II-14
SHANGHAI FIRE TRAINING CENTER, CN ........................................................... II-26
UAILL FIRE TRAINING CENTER, STRATHCLYDE, UK ....................................... II-36
FALCK FIRE TRAINING CENTER, DORDRECHT, NL.......................................... II-46
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Training centers

Training centers

MPSS TRAINING CENTER, GONGJU, SOUTH KOREA

When completed (April 2019), the MPSS Training Center will be the largest training premises of its kind
in South Korea. The Ministry of Public Safety and Security of South Korea has initiated this project with
the objective of establishing a unified fire and emergency training standard at national level. The project
is led by Hyundai Engineering & Construction as Main Contractor, with LION (as HAAGEN) in the Prop
Contractor role.

The final set up will include the following
training objects:

• High Rise Building (16 stories)
• Compartmental Fire Behavior Training

Building (CFBT) with Afterburner System

• Multi-Use Domestic Structural Fire

Training Building with Afterburner System

• Common Duct Structural Fire Training
Building

• Hazmat Structural Fire Training Building
• Collapsed Building Area
• USAR Area
• Search & Rescue Maze
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Training centers

Training centers

TAWAZUN SAFETY AND SECURITY DISASTER MANAGEMENT CITY “JAHEZIYA”, ABU DHABI, UAE
LION (as HAAGEN) has completed the design stage of the Tawazun Safety and Security Disaster
Management City “Jaheziya” (TSSDMC) in Abu Dhabi.

Once finalized, the TSSDMC will be the largest and most advanced fire-training center in the world,
spanning over 100ha. The center will include classroom facilities and overnight accommodations
in addition to 23 training props with 143 fire points and 85 non-fire simulations (water, smoke, and
leakages). Construction works are expected to be tendered and contracted in the near future.
The entire project is executed under a FIDIC type of contract.
On the next pages, you can find some examples of detailed prop designs delivered by LION (as
HAAGEN) under this design contract.

B

A

J

A Admin, Academic Zone
B Accomodations Zone
C Multi Agency all Hazards
Training Zone

D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

F
L

E

H

Aviation Zone
Industrial Disaster Zone
Intermodal Zone
Industrial Zone
Oil Gas Maritime Zone
Rural Village Zone
Security Zone
Transportation Zone
Waste Water & Utilities

C
G

K

D
I
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Preliminary design sample. Final design not disclosed to public.
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Training centers

Training centers

A380 AIRCRAFT - Tawazun Safety and Security Disaster Management City “Jaheziya”

size replica of an A380 commercial
• Full
aircraft

• Twenty five LPG fueled fire points:
• Engine

Fire – Compressor
• Engine Fire – Auxiliary Panel
• Undercarriage Fire – Brake
• Undercarriage Fire
• Undercarriage Wheel Well Fire
• Engine Fire – Compressor
• Engine Fire – Auxiliary Panel
• Undercarriage Fire – Brake
• Undercarriage Fire
• Undercarriage Wheel Well Fire
• 4 x Fuel Spill Fire
• 3D Fuel Line Leak
• Fuselage Fire Rail
• Cockpit Fire
• Seat Fire
• Overhead Locker Fire
• Galley Fire
• Toilet Fire
• Ceiling Fire
• Seat Fire
• Overhead Locker Fire
• Cargo Fire
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Training centers

Training centers

PETROCHEMICAL PLANT - Tawazun Safety and Security Disaster Management City “Jaheziya”

• Confined Space Training
• Electrical Failure Simulation
• Sixteen LPG fueled fire points:
• Pump

Fire
Fire
• Compressor Fire
• Split Flange Fire
• Vessel Rupture Fire
• Valve Fire
• 2 x PRV Fire
• Boil Over Fire
• Pipe Rack Fire
• 3 x Fuel Spill Fire
• Flange Fire
• Overhead Fire
• Hose Awareness Fire
• Valve

• Simulated Leakages:
• Overhead

Leakage
Leakage
• Heat Exchanger Leakage
• Overflow Leakage
• Flange Leakage
• Vapour Leakage
• Vapour
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Training centers

Training centers

OIL RIG - Tawazun Safety and Security Disaster Management City “Jaheziya”

• Confined Space Training
• Electrical Failure Simulation
LPG fueled fire points:
• Sixteen
Pump Fire
•

• Valve

Fire

• Compressor

Fire
Flange Fire
• Vessel Rupture Fire
• Split

• Helicopter Landing Pad
• Eleven LPG fueled fire points:
• Control

Console Fire
• Galley Fire
• Bunk Fire
• Cable Tray Fire
• Workshop Bench Fire
• Electrical Panel Fire
• Pipe Rack Fire
• Split Flange Fire
• Pipe Rupture Fire
• Vessel Rupture Fire
• PRV Fire

• Simulated leakages
• Refueling

Line Breakage
• H2S Vapour Leakage
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Training centers

Training centers

COLLIN COLLEGE PSTC, MCKINNEY TEXAS, USA

RANCHO CUCAMONGA FIRE DISTRICT FIRE TRAINING CENTER, CALIFORNIA, USA

This training site consists of a training building, several external fire trainers and a CFBT unit with
afterburner system.

The training site consists of several training buildings, and a CFBT unit with afterburner system. A
special feature of this training site is the inclusion of all three of our proprietary fire technologies
(Digital, LPG and Carbonaceous), which provide escalading challenges for all skill levels and training
objectives.

The training center at Collin College was completed in 2018 and spreads over 10 hectares. LION (as
HAAGEN) was the training props subcontractor within the project team, and was responsible for the
design, manufacturing, installation and testing of all the fire training props and ancillary systems
related to the fire training installations.

The training center at Rancho Cucamonga FD was completed in March 2018 and spreads over half
a hectare. LION (as HAAGEN) was the training props subcontractor within the project team, and was
responsible for the design, manufacturing, installation and testing of all the fire training props and
ancillary systems related to the fire training installations.

Several training rooms are insulated with refractory Class A thermal lining, and connected to the
ventilation system of a forced draft afterburner system. This design allows instructors to set up class
A fires throughout the building.

TRAINING BUILDING FIRE SCENARIOS (LPG):
Warehouse Rack Fire
Window Fire
Office Fire
Dropped Ceiling Fire
Garage Workbench Fire
Kitchen Fire / Grease Flare-up Prop
Hallway Flashover/Rollover Fire Prop
Attic Fire Prop
Bedroom Fire (x2)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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EXTERNAL FIRE SCENARIOS (LPG/DIGITAL):
Dumpster Fire
Gas Meter Fire
Electrical Panel Fire (Digital)

•
•
•

CFBT UNIT:
40ft container with refractory Class A
thermal shielding
Flashover Cell
Smart Class A Fire Crib (dual fuel)
Afterburner system (clean emissions)

•
•
•
•

TRAINING BUILDINGS:
Electrical Panel Fire (Digital)
Computer Desk Fire (LPG)
Smart Class A Fire Cribs (x2) – dual fuel
Afterburner System

•
•
•
•

CFBT UNIT:
40ft container with refractory Class A
thermal shielding
Flashover Cell
Smart Class A Fire Crib (dual fuel)
Afterburner system (clean emissions)

•
•
•
•
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Training centers

Training centers

VICTORIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT TRAINING CENTER, MELBOURNE, AUS

This world class facility supports a vital move towards interagency training and an all-hazards
approach to emergency management that will ensure the ongoing protection of the Victorian
community.

VEMTC is a world class fire and emergency services training complex set over 10 hectares in
Melbourne’s north. The $109 million state of the art emergency services training facility is located in
Craigieburn.

The facility includes:
• 12 training props and 43 fire points
• 5,800m² (62,000ft²) of offices and classrooms
• up to 130 candidates and 90 staff/trainers at peak periods
• capacity to recycle up to approximately 150 mega litres of water each year

The facility gives Victorian firefighters access to real life firefighting training scenarios including
road, rail, tunnel and marine fires, as well as urban search and rescue. Fire, smoke, sound, physical
barriers, and other crises, such as collapsed buildings and high-rise rescues, are also part of the
training scenarios.

B
G

D
E
A

F
H

C
I
K

J

A Multi-purpose Building and Embankment
B Compartment Fire Behaviour Training
C Residential / Suburban
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D Petrol Station and Shops
E Transport, Roads and Tramway
F Transport Tunnels, Rail and Road

G High Rise Building
H Urban Search and Rescue
I Factory and Laboratory

J Petrochemical Plant
K Dock with Ship
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Training centers
A Multi-purpose Building and Embankment

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect
Structure built by project contractors
Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems
Five story building, designed for fire
training purposes:

Training centers
B Compartmental Fire Behavior Training

One 40ft container fitted with:
• One Wall Propagation Fire
• Refractory Tile Thermal Shielding
• Water deluge system
One 40ft container fitted with:
• HAAGEN’s afterburner system

• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage
Six LPG fueled fires:
• Car Fire
• Bin Fire with wall propagation
• Desk Fire with wall propagation
• Rollover/Flashover Fire
• Stair Fire
• Roof Fire
Synthetic smoke system
SCBA Gallery
Backdraft Indicator
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Training centers

Training centers

C Residential/Suburban Buildings

D Petrol Station and Shops
Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure built by project contractors

Structure built by project contractors

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Two residential dwellings, two story high,

Three LPG fueled fire points:

• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage

• Gas Pump Fire
• Pressure Vessel Fire
• Dump Master Fire

Seven LPG fueled fires:
• Kitchen Fire
• Gas Meter Fire
• Window Fire
• Roof Fire
• Electrical Panel Fire
• Double Bed Fire
• Rollover/Flashover Fire
Synthetic smoke system
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Training centers

Training centers

E Transport, Roads and Tramway

F Transport Tunnels, Rail and Road

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure built by project contractors

Structure built by project contractors

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Simulated highway/national road segment

Simulated road tunnel section, including
commercial truck prop

Simulated tram rail segment, including tram
prop and tram stop
Synthetic Smoke System inside the tram
prop

Simulated rail tunnel section, including
commercial train prop
Four LPG fueled fire points:
• Train Breaks Fire
• Train Seat Fire
• Truck Wheel Fire
• Truck Cargo Fire
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Training centers

Training centers

G High Rise Building

H Urban Search and Rescue

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect
Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect
Structure built by project contractors
Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

USAR training structures provide challenging
team training exercises for firefighters
of all skill levels. Trainees can use basic
principles coupled with modern technology
to lift, move, and stabilize heavy masses.
Our Solution Architects always recommend
including such a structure in the design of
a multidisciplinary training site, to provide
vital hands-on USAR training in a controlled
environment.

Six story building, designed for fire training
purposes:
• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage
Thirteen LPG fueled fire points:
• Kitchen Fire (commercial)
• Bin Fire
• Hospital Bed Fire
• Medical Fume Cabinet Fire
• Toilet Fire
• Sofa Fire
• TV Fire
• Kitchen Fire (residential)
• BBQ Fire
• Double Bed Fire
• Rollover/Flashover Fire
• Ceiling Fire
• Window Fire

I Factory and Laboratory

Synthetic smoke system
Backdraft Indicator

Leaking Drum Simulator
Electrical Sparkling Panel
Sizzling Bottle
Leaking Pipe
Leaking Paint Locker
Leaking Laboratory Topbench
Light Effect System
Synthetic Smoke System
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Training centers

Training centers

J Petrochemical Plant

K Dock with Ship Fire Trainer

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure built by project contractor/
subcontractors

Structure built by project contractor/
subcontractors

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Open steel structure, three story high

Size L x W x H: 30,6 x 10,6 x 16m (1,000 x 35 x 52ft)

Nine LPG fueled fire points:

Five LPG fueled fire points:

• Tank Rim Seal Fire
• Mega Spill Fire – 5 x 7m (16 x 23ft)
• Progressive gutter fire
• Flange Fire
• Tank Fire
• Gas Bottle Fire
• Pump Fire
• Pressure Relief Valve Fire

• Galley Fire
• Spill Fire – 2 x 4m (6 x 13ft)
• Flange Fire
• (Cargo) Container Fire
• Engine Room Fire

Several Liquid and gaseous leakages
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Training centers

Training centers

SHANGHAI FIRE TRAINING CENTER, CN

The Shanghai Fire Training Center is, to date, the largest training center of Southeast Asia. Situated
on the outskirts of the city center, the site spreads over 2 hectares and houses 16 training buildings/
objects with more than 50 live fire training scenarios. Some of the training buildings are equipped
with XVR virtual reality software.
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D
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F
A Residential/Domestic Training Building
B High Rise Training Building
C Tunnel Structure
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D Subway Simulator
E Sky Train Simulator
F Petrochemical Plant

G Commercial Aircraft Fire Trainer
H Ship Fire Trainer
I USAR & Deep Search Area
II-27

Training centers
A Residential/Domestic Training Buildings

Training centers
B High Rise Training Building

12m (39ft) long Flashover

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure built by project contractors

Structure built by project contractors

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

3 story building, designed for fire training
purposes:

16 story building, designed for fire training
purposes:

• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage

• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage

4 LPG fueled fire points:

9 LPG fueled fire points:

• Electrical Transformer Fire
• Kitchen Fire
• Sofa Fire
• Wardrobe Fire

• Supermarket Shelf Fire (x2)
• Sheet and Laundry Store Fire
• Flashover Fire (x2)
• Chemical Cabinet Fire
• Desk Fire
• Storage Cabinet Fire
• Theater Curtain Fire

Synthetic smoke system

Backdraft Indicator (non-fire)
Synthetic smoke system
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Training centers

C Tunnel Structure

E Sky Train Simulator
Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure built by project contractors

Structure built by project contractors

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with:

100m (328ft) long tunnel, designed for fire
training purposes:
• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding

• Light effects system
• Synthetic smoke system
One LPG fueled fire point
• Car Fire

40ft container on a trailer chassis
Decommissioned truck head, modified for
fire training
2 LPG fueled fires:
• Trailer Wheel Fire
• Truck Cargo Fire
Synthetic smoke system

D Subway Simulator
Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect
Structure built by project contractors
Structure fitted by HAAGEN with:
• Light effects system
• Synthetic smoke system
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Training centers

Training centers

F Petrochemical Plant

G Commercial Aircraft Fire Trainer

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure built by project contractors

Structure built by project contractor

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Three cylindrical storage tank props

Full-size replica Boeing 737-700

One spherical storage tank prop

Approx. W x L: 34 x 36m (111 x 118ft)

Three story high open steel structure

Mock-up engines

Six LPG fueled fire points:

Mock-up landing gears

• Sphere Tank Top Fire
• Sphere Tank Bottom Fire
• Rim Seal Tank Fire
• Spill Fire
• Vertical Tank Fire
• Horizontal Tank Fire

Operable doors
Cooling sprinkler system
Industrial grade painted steel
One LPG fueled fire points:
• Spill Fire 6 x 5m (20 x 16.9ft)
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Training centers
H Ship Fire Trainer

Training centers
I USAR & Deep Search Area

Size L x W x H: 45,4 x 15 x 27m (149 x 49 x 88.5ft) – excl. underground construction
Sailing side (surrounded by water)
Harbored side (cargo hatch to shore)
Basement (underground) construction
One LPG fueled fire point:

USAR training scenarios can include working in
confined spaces, simulated water and
gas leaks, extrications, SCBA training, working with
heights, multi-level collapsed buildings,
technical search and shoring, and breaking and
breaching skills. Synthetic smoke production,
digital fire and/or live fire can be incorporated into
the training as well.

• Engine Spill Fire
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Training centers

Training centers

UAILL FIRE TRAINING CENTER, STRATHCLYDE, UK

The 40-acre site includes a 5.000m² (53,819ft²) academic building, a practical facilities building and
three hazard zones: residential, transport and industrial. There is a mock town with roads, rail tracks
and buildings, including a multistory tenement structure.

The construction of the Uaill Fire Training Centre took 77 weeks and cost £43 million. The official
opening of the facility took place in January 2013. LION (as HAAGEN) was involved throughout the
project, from the design phase up to the final delivery and user training phase.
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1. RESIDENTIAL ZONE
A Detached House
B Semi-detached House
C Tenement Building
II-36

D Highrise Building
E Multipurpose Building

2. INDUSTRIAL ZONE
F Lock-Up Building
G Laboratory Building
H Petrolchemical Plant

3. TRANSPORT ZONE
Motorway Section
Railway Section
Tunnel
II-37

Training centers
RESIDENTIAL ZONE

The residential zone includes a tenement building, detached and semi-detached houses,
multipurpose building and an eight story tower block, containing a total of 31 fire scenarios.

Training centers
B Semi-detached House

A Detached House

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure built by project contractor/
subcontractors

Structure built by project contractor/
subcontractors

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Two story building, designed for fire
training purposes:

Two story building, designed for fire
training purposes:

• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage

• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage

Six LPG fueled fire points:

Six LPG fueled fire points:

• Sofa Fire
• Rollover/Flashover Fire
• Cooker Fire
• Double Bed Fire
• Window Fire
• Roof Light Fire

• Microwave Fire
• Television Fire
• Window Fire
• Double Bed Fire
• Rollover/Flashover Fire
• Roof Light Fire

Synthetic smoke system

Synthetic smoke system

Backdraft Indicator
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Training centers

C Tenement Building

D Highrise Building
Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

Structure built by project contractors

Structure built by project contractors

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Five story building, designed for fire
training purposes:

Eight story building, designed for fire
training purposes:

• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage

• Ventilation system
• Synthetic smoke system

Eleven LPG fueled fires:
• Interchangeable Fire (x3)
• Cooker Fire
• Cupboard Fire
• Sofa Fire
• Rollover/Flashover Fire (x2)
• Double Bed Fire (x2)
• Roof Light Fire

No live fire in this building
Two floors inside the building are equipped
with red/green TL installations, which
used in combination wth a colored
mask create zero visibility environments
for orientation drills.

Synthetic smoke system
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Training centers

E Multipurpose Building

INDUSTRIAL ZONE

The industrial zone includes a lock-up building, laboratory building and petrochemical plant,
containing a total of 6 live fire training scenarios and 6 hazardous spills simulations (non-fire).

F Lock-Up Building
Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect
Structure built by project contractor/
subcontractors
Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems
One story building, designed for fire
training purposes:
• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage
LPG fueled fire points:
• 2x Interchangeable Fire
Synthetic smoke system

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect
Structure built by project contractors
Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems
3 story building, designed for fire training
purposes:
• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage
Eight LPG fueled fires:
• Shelves Fire
• Car Fire
• Double Bed Fire
• Sofa Fire
• Rollover/Flashover Fire
• Cooker Fire
• Interchangeable Fire
• TV Fire

G Laboratory Building

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect
Structure built by project contractor/
subcontractors
Structure fitted by HAAGEN with:
• Three liquid hazard simulations (non-fire)
• One Explo Trainer Kit
• One Hazard Tank Simulator
• One Leaking Propane Tank Simulator

Synthetic smoke system
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Training centers

H Petrochemical Plant

TRANSPORT ZONE

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect

The transport zone includes a simulated road network with a 80m (262ft) stretch of motorway and
railway track, tunnel, level crossing and platform. This area is designated to practical extrication
training and multi-disciplinary team drills. No live fire scenarios are included in the design of this
training zone.

Structure built by project contractors
Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems
Three story high open steel structure
Four LPG fueled fire points:
• Split Flange Fire
• Overhead Pipe Fire
• Horizontal Vessel Fire
• Fuel Spill Fire (6m x2m)
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Training centers

Training centers

FALCK FIRE TRAINING CENTER, DORDRECHT, NL

The 2.5 hectare Falck Fire Training Center in Dordrecht offers realistic practice facilities and
objects for professionals such as fire brigades, police and medical services, as well as first aid and
emergency response officers within companies.

The training area is designed as a small scaled village, consisting of several houses, streets,
a church, a car park, a collapsed house, sewer pipes, a chemical plant, a harbor with a ship, a
motorway, a railway line with several trains, and a multifunctional exercise building. A wide range
of fire props have been installed throughout the village. During the development and realization of
the training center, LION (as HAAGEN) also took into account the local need for industrial fire and
disaster management. This facility has been inaugurated in 2005.

LION (as HAAGEN) designed the training center to include an administration area, classroom training
area and tactical training area.
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A Domestic/Residential Buildings
B Church Training Building
C Multipurpose Training Building
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D Ship Fire Trainer
E Industrial Warehouse
F Chemical Hall

J

G Petrochemical Plant
H Public Train Simulator
I Rail Tanker

J Motorway Section
K USAR Training
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Training centers
A Domestic/Residential Buildings

Training centers
B Church Training Building
Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect
Structure built by project contractor/
subcontractors
Designed to include a high tower, for
respiratory exercise (BA training) and
rescue operations from elevated heights

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect
Structure built by project contractor/
subcontractors
Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems
Two story building, designed for fire
training purposes:
• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage
Approx. 52m² (560ft²) surface area per
dwelling, with 6 training rooms each

C Multipurpose Training Building
Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect
Structure built by project contractor/
subcontractors
Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems

Four LPG fueled fire points:

Four story building, designed for fire
training purposes:

• Bed Fire
• Rollover/Flashover Fire
• Window Fire
• Surface Fire (HAAGEN M Fire
System)

• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage

Five extra M Fire connection points
Fire scenario design allows for fire spread
from one house to the next one
Synthetic smoke system

Ten LPG fueled fire points:
• Car Fire
• Desk Fire
• Sofa Fire
• Cooker Fire
• Rollover/Flashover Fire
• Double Bed Fire
• Hospital Bed Fire
• Chemical Cabinet Fire
• Window Fire
• Chimney Fire
Spreading fire design (from one floor to
the next)
Backdraft Indicator (non-fire)
Synthetic smoke system
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Training centers

C Multipurpose Training Building (continued)

E Industrial Warehouse

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect
Structure built by project contractors
Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems
Four story (162m²/1,743ft² surface area
per floor) building with underground car
park, designed for fire training purposes:
• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage
Five LPG fueled fires:
• Car Fire (moveable)
• Desk Fire
• Rollover/Flashover Fire
• Warehouse Rack Fire
• Roof Fire
Mobile walls
Synthetic smoke system

D Ship Fire Trainer

Harbored (on water)
Decommissioned marine vessel, modified
for training purpose with:
• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage
Two LPG fueled fire points:
• Rack Fire
• Ship Engine Fire
Synthetic smoke system
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Training centers

F Chemical Hall

G Petrochemical Plant

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect
Structure built by project contractors
Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems
Hall design with high ceiling and indoor
open steel structure with several
industrial props

Structure designed by HAAGEN in
collaboration with the project Architect
Structure built by project contractors
Structure fitted by HAAGEN with
proprietary fire technology and operating
systems
Open steel structure, four story high

Equipped with smoke scrubber system
(by others)

Approx. 100m² (1,076ft²) surface area

Dimensions L x W x H:
approx. 30 x 20 x 9m (98 x 65 x 29ft)

• Various flange fires
• Tank leaks
• Pump fires
• Engine fires
• Burning liquids
• Applying outside heat sources to pressure
vessels

Designed for fire training purposes:
• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage
• Steel structure water cooling system

Seventeen LPG fueled fire points:

Seven gasoline fueled fire points with LPG
assisted ignition
Synthetic smoke system
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Training centers

H Public Train Simulator

J Motorway Section

Decommissioned train carriage on rails,
modified for training purpose with:
• Ventilation system
• Gas detection system
• Temperature monitoring system
• Emergency evacuation system
• Thermal shielding
• Water drainage

This training area includes a replica of a
motorway section, where traffic
accidents can be simulated.

Two LPG fueled fire points:
• Passenger Seat Fire
• Electrical Panel Fire
Synthetic smoke system

I Rail Tanker & HAZMAT Tanker

Decommissioned rail tanker, modified for
training purpose
Two LPG fueled fire points:
• Flange Fire
• Filling Station Fire
Several liquid leakage points (non-fire)
Several gaseous leakage points (synthetic
smoke)
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K USAR Training

The USAR training area consists of a
collapsed house and several sewer pipes
and broken pipes. This area can be used
for multidisciplinary training and cross
training for different emergency response
teams.

buildings & containers
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buildings and containers

TRAINING BUILDINGS & CONTAINERS
Our vast experience in all aspects of building training complexes allows us to
carry out every step of the process, including designing, manufacturing, installing
fire systems, outfitting the infrastructure with heat shielding, ventilation, safety
systems, gas and heat monitoring, and control systems which can include a
central control panel as well as a handheld remote.

III-1

training buildings

training buildings

FIRE TRAINING BUILDING - Dortmund FD, Germany

FIRE TRAINING BUILDING – Province de Namur, BE

Delivered in 2011

Delivered in 2016

New built, four story high concrete structure

New built, three story concrete structure

Eleven LPG fueled fire training systems

Ten LPG fueled fire points

• Kitchen Fire
• Window Fire
• Single Bed Fire
• Flashover (x2)
• Storage Rack Fire
• Gas Bottle Fire
• Wardrobe Fire
• Roof Fire
• Desk Fire
• Flange Fire

• Multi-story chimney fire
• Advanced Kitchen Fire (Stove, Spill and
Exhaust Hood Fires)
• Double Bed Fire
• Flashover
• Stairs Fire
• Sofa Fire
• Attic/Roof Fire
• Window/Façade Fire
• Workbench Fire

Backdraft Indicator

Car Prop

Synthetic smoke system

Moveable Walls and Doors

Wireless remote control

SCBA Gallery with CCTV supervision

SCADA System

Backdraft Indicator
Synthetic Smoke System
SCADA System
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FIRE TRAINING BUILDING – SDIS35 Ille et Vilaine, FR

FIRE TRAINING BUILDING – SDIS37 Indre et Loire, FR

Delivered in 2016

Delivered in 2008

Seven story high concrete
structure with basement

New built, six story concrete structure

Eleven fire training rooms
Fourteen LPG fueled fire points:
• Storage Cabinet Fire
• Boiler Fire
• Wardrobe Fire
• Car Fire
• Workbench Fire
• Desk Fire
• Bin Fire
• Stair Fire
• Kitchen Fire
• Flashover
• Bed Fire
• Window Fire
• Sofa Fire
• Roof Fire

Seven fire training rooms
Thirteen LPG fueled fire points:
• (Outdoor) Car Fire
• Gas Cylinder Fire
• Boiler Fire
• Storage Cabinet Fire
• Storage Rack Fire
• Kitchen Fire
• Window Fire
• Sofa Fire
• Flashover
• TV Fire
• Stairs Fire
• Chimney Fire
• Attic/Roof Fire
Synthetic Smoke System

CO detection

Wireless remote control

Audio System

SCADA System

CCTV System
Synthetic Smoke System
Wireless remote control (x6)
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MULTIPURPOSE FIRE TRAINING BUILDING – WFIV Zedelgem, BE

MODULAR FIRE TRAINING BUILDING - Safety Region Twente, NL

The Modular Fire Training Building at Safety Region Twente is designed out of puzzle pieces which
can be disconnected and relocated or rearranged. This design is believed to be unique in the world
to date. The training building is equipped with 32 connection points where the LION simulators can
be placed. The simulators are placed in Movables Fire Cells and are controlled and monitored by a
Mobile Pilot Box and a Mobile Safety Sensors Trolley.
The LION team worked closely together with Safety Region Twente’s team of
consultants to ensure they could meet their training goals. The end result is an unique design,
focused on modular training setup that aims to diminish training fatigue amongst firefighting
professionals.

Delivered in 2016
New built from construction elements
       (puzzle pieces), three story high structure
32 connection points throughout the
       building, for:
• Smart Class A Fire Crib (dual fueled)
• Class A Wood Crib (x2) (wood fueled)
• Modular propane fuelled simulators (x3)
Moveable Fire Cells with Class A Refractory Tiling
Three Mobile Pilot Boxes
Three Mobile Safety Sensors Trolley

Delivered in 2015 (HAAGEN as subcontractor
       for the fire systems)
Five LPG fueled fire points and two dual fuel
       fire cribs:
The Mobile Pilot Box is the control system
       for the simulators and contains:

• Smart Class A Fire Cribs (x2)
• Armchair Fire
• Stairs Fire
• Ship Engine Fire
• Flashover
• Window Fire
• Chemical Fire (powder extinguishing system)

• Local hardware
• Local utilities connections
• One (1) HAAGEN smoke generator

Five fire training rooms
Synthetic Smoke System
Powder extinguishing agent collection system
The Mobile Safety Sensors Trolley is
       equipped with:
• Gas sensors
• Temperature sensors
• LED Safety lights
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CARBONACEOUS FIREHOUSE (RETROFIT) - East Fishkill FD, US

CARBONACEOUS FIREHOUSE - Babcock International Park Royal, UK

Park Royal is home to a unique firefighter training experience with the only carbonaceous basement
fire simulation in the UK. Trainees can practice sub surface procedures into a live fire and carry out
relevant safe systems of work in an environment that strikes the balance between realism and safety.
Each room is different and allows for varying levels of complexity to ensure that training is both
challenging and safe. The trainees’ experience is unrivalled as they encounter fire dynamics and
behavior from different directions. The fire house also contains a viewing room to allow fire fighter
development personnel to witness fire science and attack techniques.
Safety is paramount in this high risk environment. There are a range of safety systems in place which
can be activated by the trainers including full ventilation and sprinklers for instant deluge of burning
materials.

Delivered in 2014

New build in 2014

Retrofitted existing training structure

Retrofitted existing concrete structure

Painted steel thermal shielding

Seven Smart Class A Fire Cribs (dual fuel)

Three Natural Gas fire points and one dual
       fuel fire point:
• Smart Class A Fire Crib (dual fuel)
• Kitchen Fire
• Flashover

Seven Class A burn rooms with refractory tiling
Two afterburner systems (clean emissions)
SCADA System
Wireless remote control

Backdraft Indicator
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CONTAINERIZED FIRE TRAINING UNIT – Total, France

CONTAINERIZED FIRE TRAINING UNIT - Dutch Ministry of Defense, the Netherlands

no pics yet

Four LPG fueled fire points:
• Chemical Cabinet Fire
• Desk Fire
• Storage Rack Fire
• Portable Spill Fire Tray
Synthetic Smoke System

Four units delivered of the same model
40ft containers modified for the intended use
Seven LPG fueled fire points per unit:
• Open Fire (Tray)
• Flashover Fire
• M-Fire Stove
• M-Fire Bed
• M-Fire Rack
• Flat Screen Fire
• Dust-Bin Fire
Synthetic Smoke System
Wireless Remote Control
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CONTAINERIZED FIRE TRAINING UNIT – Barcelona Speis, Spain

2 x 40ft containers, modified for fire training
Seven LPG fueled fire points:
• Double Bed Fire
• Flashover Fire
• Wardrobe Fire
• Kitchen Fire
• Stair Fire
• Interchangeable Fire
• Electrical Cabinet Fire

CONTAINERIZED FIRE TRAINING UNIT - SDIS65 Haute Pyrénées, France

2 x 40ft & 1 x 20ft containers, modified for
       fire training
Four LPG fueled fire points:
• Flashover Fire
• Stove Fire with Extraction Hood flare-up
• Double Bed Fire
• Desk Fire
Synthetic Smoke System

Synthetic Smoke System
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CONTAINERIZED FIRE TRAINING UNIT – Östra Blekinge FD, Sweden

CONTAINERIZED FIRE TRAINING UNIT - Trelleborg FD, Sweden

no pics yet

3 x 40ft containers modified for fire training

6 x 40ft containers modified for fire training

Two LPG fueled fire points:
• 1 x Interchangeable Fire
• Flashover Fire

1 x 10ft container fitted as technical room

Gas Powered Heaters (temperatures up to
60°C at 1m height) / (140°F at 3ft height)

Four LPG fueled fire points:
• Kitchen Fire + Flash Over Unit
• Single Bed Fire + Flash Over Unit

Cold Cut Training Sacrificial Points
Synthetic Smoke System

Walkable Roof with Roof Access

Gas Powered Heaters (temperatures up to
60°C at 1m height) / (140°F at 3ft height)
Sliding panels (can be used as doors and/or walls)
Forcible Entry Door Prop
Cold Cut Training Sacrificial Points
Synthetic Smoke System
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CONTAINERIZED FIRE TRAINING UNIT – Eskilstuna FD, Sweden

training buildings
CFBT FLASHOVER UNIT - Houston FD, Texas, US

4 x 40ft containers, modified for fire training

40ft custom build Flashover CFBT unit

Walkable roof construction

Class A Fire Cell

Outdoor stairs
Forcible Entry Door
Four LPG fueled fire points:
• Kitchen Fire
• 2x Flashover Fire
• Interchangeable Fire
2x extra connection points for a mobile
       fire trainer
Gas Powered Heaters (temperatures up to
60°C at 1m height) / (140°F at 3ft height)
Cold Cut Training Sacrificial Points
Sacrificial Roof Panels
Synthetic Smoke
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training buildings
CONTAINERIZED FIRE TRAINING UNIT – West Midlands FD, UK

18 x 40ft containers modified for
       fire training
8 Carbonaceous Fire Cells
(Class A refractory tiles)
Mechanical Ventilation System
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training buildings
CONTAINERIZED CFBT UNIT - Dearborn FD, MI, US

One 40ft custom build smart Class A CFBT unit
Class A Fire Cell
Class A Fire Crib (dual fuel)
Moveable Walls and Doors
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training containers
CONTAINERIZED CFBT UNIT - Babcock Beckton, London, UK

Seven 40ft containers, stacked on 3 storeys
Five Smart Class A Fire Cribs (dual fire)
Five Class A burn rooms (Class A
refractory tiles)
One afterburner system (clean emissions)
SCADA System
Safety systems
Wireless remote control
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GROUND TRANSPORTATION
LION can develop transportation related training scenarios that are completely
scalable and customizable to be able to meet escalating levels of training
for multi-disciplinary emergency response teams. From a standalone car fire
simulator, to complex streetscapes that reflect both common and special
transport scenarios, our Custom Build team specializes in creating the ideal
system for you.
VEHICLE.................................................................................................................. IV-2
RACECAR................................................................................................................ IV-3
HYBRID RACECAR PROP..................................................................................... IV-4
PUBLIC TRANSPORT PROPS .............................................................................. IV-6
BUS SIMULATOR................................................................................................... IV-8
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT PROPS .................................................................. IV-9
PETROL FUEL STATION PROP ............................................................................ IV-11
TUNNEL PROP....................................................................................................... IV-12
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VEHICLE PROP

RACE CAR (Automobile Club de Monaco)

The Vehicle Prop also allows for multiple deployment options, such as a transport and supply trailer,
a hook lift container shell with hydraulic arm, or a hook lift container with optional retractor cable
wheel.

The LION Race Car Simulator helps professional drivers and their crews to win the race against fire.

The LION Vehicle Fire Prop is a heavy-duty training tool with intense flames, real heat, and smart
controls. The Vehicle Prop is available as a standalone prop with its own control and fuel console, or
as integrated part of a PLC controlled network within a larger training structure, such as a building or
traffic simulation.

The only thing on the track faster than a race car is flame propagation if such a vehicle catches on fire.
In driver compartments and engines, fires burn fast and hot. Being unprepared to handle a class B fire
emergency can be devastating. In pits and garages, having a reliable, safe and effective firefighting
training tool is essential.

Engine Fire

Passenger Cabin Fire

Cockpit Fire

Sound Effects (optional)

Smashable Headlights
Pryable Hood
Engine Fire

Water Cooling System
Synthetic Smoke System (optional)
Sound Effects (optional)

Wheel Fire (optional)
Digital Fire (optional)

Wheel Fire
Water Cooling System
Synthetic Smoke System (optional)

Transport and supply trailer
The transport and supply
trailer houses a propane
supply system complete
with storage tanks and
supply lines. The prop
can be unloaded using its’
transportation wheels, and
can be loaded back on the
trailer using the built-in winch
system.
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Hydraulic arm container

The hydraulic arm container
shell also houses the
propane supply system,
storage tanks and supply
lines. The prop can be un/
loaded by operating the
hydraulic arm which swings
out of the container shell. The
advantage of the hydraulic
arm container is the selfcontained feature.

Built-in winch container

The built-in winch container shell
can be used as an alternative
deployment option and protects
the prop from material stress,
while also housing the operating
components of the simulation
system. The advantage of a
winch system is that the prop
can be placed on the ground for
training, while the hydraulic arm
shifts the prop to the outside of
the container shell, and keeps it
elevated during training.

Multiple fire points

The Race Car Simulator is a
PLC controlled custom built
simulator with a Cockpit Fire
(LPG) and an Engine Fire
(LPG). The design allows for
extra fire points (Wheel Fire,
Spill Fire) or complete fitting
with digital fire technology.

Realistic cockpit

Training scenarios do not only
include fire containment but
also driver extrication. Use
the LION training mannequins
series to expand your training.

Deployable and selfcontained

The Race Car Simulator is
self-contained and can be
deployed with its utilities on a
custom built trailer. All utilities
are housed in a custom built
technical/storage container.
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HYBRID RACECAR PROP

DRIVER REMOVAL TRAINING
Train driver removal
realistically with the lifesize
and fire resistant LION
mannequin.

GAS SIMULATOR TRAINING
The F1 Trainer is outfitted
with LION gas live fire training
systems with the necessary
safety features and full control
over the fire intensity.

DIGITAL & SMOKE TRAINING
Use the LION digital panels
& smoke generator on the
F1 Trainer to safely train
technique with virtually no
downtime between sessions.

PIT LANE GARAGE FIRE
Use the LION digital panels &
smoke generator separately
to simulate realistic pit lane
garage fires.
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT PROPS
Emergency response training in public transportation scenarios has its own specifics in terms of
extrication, evacuation and fire attack tactics. To address this area of training, LION can design
and deliver simulators that reflect the commonly used vehicles in your area: buses, double deckers,
trains, sky-trains, subways etc.
Public transportation scenarios can be incorporated in portable container shells (Taiwan National
Fire Agency), recommissioned vehicles (Hainaut, Belgium) or as new builds (Shanghai, China).

TRAIN SIMULATOR - Shanghai Fire
Brigade, CN
new built train carriages
sky train setup
underground metro station setup
smoke and light effects

TRAIN SIMULATOR - Province de Hainaut, BE
recommissioned train carriage
(+/- 20m / 65ft)
complete with rails tracks
1 fire point:
- Passenger Seat Fire (LPG)
Synthetic Smoke System

TRAIN SIMULATOR - Falck Training Center, NL
recommissioned train carriage
complete with rail tracks
2 fire points:
- Passenger Seat Fire (LPG)
- Electrical Panel Fire (LPG)
Synthetic Smoke System

TRAIN SIMULATOR - VEMTC, AU
recommissioned train carriage
built inside a tunnel simulator
2 fire points:
- Breaks Fire (LPG)
- Passenger Seat Fire (LPG)
Synthetic Smoke System
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COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT PROPS
Emergency response training in commercial transportation scenarios focuses on fire attack
approaches and contamination control for HazMat scenarios. LION can design and deliver
commercial transportation simulators that reflect the common used vehicles in your commercial and
industrial landscape: trucks, tankers, cargo trains, dangerous goods transports etc.
Commercial transport props can be used as standalone props but are usually designed as part
of more complex traffic scenarios: tunnel fire scenarios, highway congestions, dangerous good
transports etc.
Commercial/cargo transportation scenarios can be incorporated in portable container shells with a
recommissioned truck head - such as the Truck Fire Simulator designed for VEMTC – but can also be
entirely custom built.

DRIVER SEAT FIRE (DIGITAL)
TRUCK SIMULATOR - Shanghai Fire Brigade, CN
40ft ISO container on a trailer chassis
decommissioned truck head, modified
for fire training
2 fire scenarios:
- Truck Wheel Fire (LPG)
- Truck Cargo Fire (LPG)
Synthetic Smoke System

ENGINE COMPARTMENT FIRE (LPG)

FLASHOVER FIRE (LPG)

TRUCK SIMULATOR - VEMTC, AU
20ft ISO container on a mock-up trailer chassis
decommissioned truck head, modified for fire training

BUS SIMULATOR (TAIWAN NATIONAL FIRE AGENCY)

The Taiwan National Fire Agency was prompted to invest in their hands-on training. There has been
a considerable increase in the number of bus fires in recent years due to old and poorly maintained
buses. The LION Bus Fire Simulator allows firefighters to get hands-on experience responding to
these types of emergencies.

2 fire scenarios:
- Truck Trailer Wheel Fire (LPG)
- Truck Cargo Fire (LPG)
Synthetic Smoke System

The Bus Fire Simulator was built in a 40ft container equipped for firefighting training and foreseen
to include realistic features such as a lower level driver area with detailed console and front
windshield (mock-up), an upper level passenger area with seating and a storage area, and an engine
compartment area accessible from the outside. Training scenarios include low visibility (synthetic
smoke), a driver’s seat fire and passenger cabin flashover, as well as an engine fire accessible from
the outer rear side. The technology used includes gas-fueled as well as digital fires.
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PETROL FUEL STATION PROP (VEMTC Australia)

MOBILE INDUSTRIAL HAZMAT TRAILER TAWAZUN
custom built on a 40ft trailer platform
choice between air and water leaks
various tank containment failure simulators
2 fire points:
- Mobile Spill Fire 1 x 2m (3.2 x 6.5ft) (LPG)

The petrol fuel station prop is a custom design simulator, which can include any number of details
and fire emergency scenarios upon request. Realistic access ways and fuel pumps are part of the
design, and a station shop can be added for enhanced realism.
This prop can be utilized in conjunction with any of the LION transportation props and can also be
used with decommissioned vehicles that are made fit for purpose (stripped).

- Flange Fire (LPG)
digital sound effects
add-on top deck with railing and ladder access
self-contained

MOBILE INDUSTRIAL HAZMAT TANKER (CEEMP)
recommissioned 40ft tanker on trailer platform
choice between air and water leaks
various tank containment failure simulators
digital sound effects
add-on top deck with railing and ladder access
self-contained

Gas Pump Fire

Dangerous goods/ HazMat transport props are presented in further detail under the Petrochemical/
HazMat Tab. Marine and Airborne Transportation props have their own designated Tabs.
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This fire point is built in
a mock-up gas pump
and placed next to two
decommissioned gas pump
units, for added realism.
The simulator can be
programmed to interact with
a spill fire and/or vehicle fire.

Pressure Vessel Fire

This fire point is designed
to represent an overheated
fuel storage vessel with an
operable pressure release
valve at the top.

Dump Master Fire

This fire point can be applied
to any training situation, to
reflect the local environment
and add complexity to your
training drills.
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ground transportation
TUNNEL PROP

A tunnel simulator provides training opportunities in fire attack with restricted access around the
seat of fire, extrication and evacuation of victims and decongestion of traffic. This tool is ideal for
multi-disciplinary first response training drills and enhancing the practical skills and communication
skills of your teams. The tunnel prop can be designed as a standalone prop (Shanghai) or within a
multipurpose training building (VEMTC).

STREETSCAPE

A streetscape design for your transportation fire and emergency training area will provide enhanced
realism to the training scenarios in terms of accessibility and reflecting the local infrastructure. A
streetscape design also allows for prop interaction that results in complex rescue drills.
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MARINE FIRE TRAINING
Marine fire training environments can be replicated in modular container
structures but can also be incorporated in multi-purpose training buildings,
or new built concrete ship-like buildings. LION designs also allow for
retrofit solutions inside real vessels.
Next to the marine fire training component, LION designs also address
damage control training.
DAMAGE CONTROL SIMULATOR......................................................................... V-2
CONTAINERIZED SHIP FIRE TRAINING SIMULATOR........................................ V-3
STRUCTURAL SHIP FIRE TRAINING SIMULATOR............................................. V-6
MULTIPURPOSE BUILDING SHIP FIRE TRAINING SIMULATOR ...................... V-11
RETROFITTED VESSEL.......................................................................................... V-12
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DAMAGE CONTROL SIMULATOR - Fire Department of New York, USA

CONTAINERIZED SHIP FIRE TRAINING SIMULATOR – Fire Department of New York, USA

The LION Damage Control Simulator is designed to train maximum operational and decision-making
competence in vital damage control tasks. Gaps in leadership and communication capabilities
can have disastrous consequences and can cause crewmembers to panic in a crisis. Aside from
the tactical skills, this Simulator can also teach teamwork, effective communication and strong
leadership.

Multiple container structures are versatile training systems that can be designed to reflect a great
variety of environments and industries. To recreate a marine environment, LION employs design
features such as cage ladders, hatches, ship doors, decks, port holes, access decks etc. to increase
the realism of the training scenarios and to expose trainees to the most common challenges of
attacking a fire on a vessel.

The Damage Control Simulator can be employed for marine/navy training but also for other fields
which tie into military command processes and demand similar echelons and areas of expertise
(police training, hazmat training, first response units etc.).

Multiple container marine fire training solutions can be delivered in a compact format (New
Caledonia, GESIP) but can also be large scaled (FDNY).

High number of training scenarios (ten) in a
compact unit (20ft)
Difficulty levels ranging from rookie to advanced
Short start-up and shut-down cycles (ready to go)
Deployable
Two-level safety overflow system (48” or 60”)
Water evacuation within 30 seconds from
emergency button activation

21 containers, stacked

Marine design features and stress enhancing

Three LPG fueled fire points

sound effects

• Engine Fire
• Galley Fire
• Deck Spill Fire
Radar Cabinet Fire (Digital)
Sparking Electrical Cabinet (non-fire)
Jib boom crane
Marine doors and stairs
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CONTAINERIZED SHIP FIRE TRAINING SIMULATOR – New Caledonia Fire Department, NC

CONTAINERIZED SHIP FIRE TRAINING SIMULATOR – GESIP, FR

Two 40ft and one 20ft container structure

Two 40ft & one 20ft

Five LPG fueled fire points:

Delivered twice

• Engine Fire
• Electrical Generator Fire
• Floor Penetration Fire
• Storage Cabinet Fire
• Galley Fire

• Vernon FD
• Roussignon FD
Four quick connections for fire points

Several digital fire connection points

One Attack Digital Fire Panel

Moveable walls

VICO Smoke Generator

Two Jumbo Fire Trainers (LPG)

Synthetic Smoke System
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STRUCTURAL SHIP FIRE TRAINING SIMULATOR – Shanghai Fire Department, CN

The Ship Fire Training Simulator at the Shanghai Fire Brigade Training Center is designed as a lifesize steel and concrete structure, with highly detailed realistic features. This makes for a robust
training environment with great teaching value, in a country with 34 major ports and 2.000 minor
ports.

Sailing side (surrounded by water)
Harbored side (cargo hatch to shore)
Size L x W x H: 45,4 x 15 x 27m (149 x 49 x 88.5ft)
– excl. underground construction
Basement (underground) construction
Engine Spill Fire (LPG)
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STRUCTURAL SHIP FIRE TRAINING SIMULATOR – VEMTC, AUS

Concrete/Steel structures can be designed to reflect a marine training environment by using
elements typically found on a vessel, such as cage ladders, hatches, ship doors, decks, port holes,
access decks etc. Details can go as far as adding an anchor, and surrounding the structure with a
water trench, to simulate the sea and/or the harbor, as applied in the design of the Ship Fire Training
Simulator at VEMTC.

Five LPG fueled fire points:
• Galley Fire
• Spill Fire – 2 x 4m (6.5 x 13ft)
• Flange Fire
• Cargo) Container Fire
• Engine Room Fire
Size L x W x H: 30,6 x 10,6 x 16m
(100 x 34 x 52ft)
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STRUCTURAL SHIP FIRE TRAINING SIMULATOR – Queensland Fire Department, AUS

*the construction of the steel structure for this training object was not included in our scope of
works. LION (as HAAGEN) delivered the fire training simulators and operating technologies.

MULTIPURPOSE BUILDING SHIP FIRE TRAINING SIMULATOR – Zedelgem, BE

Marine training scenarios can also be incorporated inside multipurpose buildings. Special design
features such as narrow pathways, multi-level decks, hatches and marine specific fire training props
can be bundled in the marine fire training area of the building. A multipurpose training building
typically includes an array of scenarios
and environments. Its complex
functionality is comparable to a
downscaled training center.
The five story multipurpose fire
training building at WFIV Zedelgem
incorporates an array of simulated
environments, including a marine
environment represented by an engine
room with top to bottom stair access
and ship hatch door.

Steel construction with operable ship details
(by others)
Damage control simulation room (by others)
Six LPG fueled fire points:
• Engine Fire Simulator
• Electric Fire Simulator
• Stove Fire Simulator (M-Fire)
• Refrigerator Fire Simulator (M-Fire)
• Rubbish Bin Fire Simulator (M-Fire)
• Bunk Bed Fire Simulator (M-Fire)
Switch Board Fire Simulator (non-fire)
Backdraft Indicator Door
Synthetic Smoke System
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RETROFITTED VESSEL

LION (as HAAGEN) has delivered several marine vessel retrofit projects, applying our proprietary
versatile gas based fire technology and/or digital fire technology. Harbor fire brigades may opt for a
retrofitted vessel when the fleet they protect includes a very specific type of vessel or when funding
is limited. Our digital fire training technology is also highly suited for fire training in real vessels, with
a real hose line or digital nozzle.

Falck Fire Training Center Dordrecht, NL

Port of Rotterdam Training Center, NL

Norfolck Fire Rescue Navy, USA
V-12

Ship & Transport College (STC) Rotterdam, NL
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AVIATION FIRE TRAINING
Our fire training portfolio includes a broad range of aviation training scenarios,
from mobile hose line training systems to full scale commercial and military
aircrafts. Each project is approached by our Solution Architects with a thorough
analysis of the customer’s training needs and end user’s briefing. This project
method has successfully generated custom built training objects that are intensely
used to help firefighters all over the world gain the skillsets and knowledge
relevant to them.
AIRCRAFT WING FIRE TRAINING........................................................................ VI-2
HELICOPTER FIRE TRAINING PROP................................................................... VI-3
FIGHTER JET FIRE SIMULATOR.......................................................................... VI-4
MOBILE AIRCRAFT RESCUE FIREFIGHTING SIMULATOR ............................. VI-6
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT SIMULATOR.............................................................. VI-8
HYBRID AIRCRAFT FIRE TRAINING DESIGNS ................................................. VI-10
AIRCRAFT DIGITAL FIRE TRAINING ................................................................... VI-11
CABIN CREW TRAINING SIMULATOR................................................................ VI-12
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AIRCRAFT WING FIRE TRAINING PROP

The LION Aircraft Wing Fire Training Prop is a heavy duty tool designed for realistic emergency
aircraft fire and rescue response training at an airport or training facility. Based on a Boeing 737/
Airbus A320 wing configuration, the Aircraft Wing Fire Training Prop provides multiple scenarios to
train ARFF responders the proper approach and attack techniques.

The LION Helicopter Fire Training Prop is a portable live fire system that features moveable main
rotors as well as a functional cockpit and cabin doors. The Prop can be used to create engine,
cockpit weapon and cabin fire scenarios. An extra fire tray can be added to simulate a spill fire.

Three LPG fueled fire points

Five LPG fueled fire points:

• Engine Inlet Fire
• Engine Exhaust Fire
• Landing Gear/ Brakes Fire

• Cockpit Fire
• Cabin Fire
• Weapons Fire
• Engine Fire
• Spill Fire

Aircraft engine mock-up
Aircraft landing gear mock-up
Synthetic Smoke System
Water Cooling System
Industrial grade painted steel
(stainless steel upgrade)
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HELICOPTER FIRE TRAINING PROP

Synthetic Smoke System
Water Cooling System
Audio Effects System
Industrial grade painted steel
(stainless steel upgrade)
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FIGHTER JET FIRE SIMULATOR – Swedish Airforce, SE

Military aviation has its own specifics when it comes to firefighting training, and the LION range
of simulators accurately and realistically reflect these. The Swedish Airforce Fighter Jet Simulator
is designed to replicate a JAS39 Gripen aircraft. The simulator has a unique design based on a
mechanical tilt/pan system that allows the prop to replicate crash scenarios and/or structural
components failure. The fire points are fueled with Jet A1 (Kerosene), under strict LPG pilot flame
control and emergency stop system.

FIGHTER JET FIRE SIMULATOR – Swaihan Fire Training Center, UAE

The Fighter Jet Fire Training Simulator at Swaihan Fire Training Center is designed to replicate an
F16 aircraft. A LION Helicopter Fire Training Prop is installed on the same training site, to cover the
training needs of the aircraft emergency responders in the region.

Jet 1 fueled system, with LPG pilot flame.

Four LPG fueled fire points:

Three kerosene fueled fire points:

• Main Engine Fire
• Under Wing Fuel Tank Fire
• Nose Wheel Fire
• Cockpit Fire

• Engine Fire
• Inlet Fire
• Spill Fire 6 x 5m (19.6 x 16.4ft)
Industrial grade painted steel

Corten steel
(painted steel or stainless steel optional)
Water cooling system
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MOBILE AIRCRAFT RESCUE FIREFIGHTING SIMULATOR (MARFF) – Tawazun, UAE

Custom built aviation fire training environments can be designed as deployable scaled down
solutions, such as the MARFF Trainer delivered to Tawazun Industrial Park (TIP). This Prop has
foldable wings and stairs, which allow it to be transported on public roads safely. Several LPG and/
or Digital fire points can be incorporated in the custom build design.
The complete system is transported on two trailers: one for the Prop and one for the adjacent
utilities (control room, storage area, gas tank and power generator).

Eight LPG fueled fire points:
• Engine Compressor Fire
• Engine Thruster Fire
• Undercarriage Brake Fire
• Fuselage Fire
• Cockpit Fire
• Seat Fire
• Galley Fire
• Cargo Fire
Synthetic Smoke System
Fold-up wings during transportation
Fold-up stairs during transportation
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COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT SIMULATOR B737-700 – Shanghai Fire Training Center, CN

LION can design aircraft simulators to reflect any type and model of commercial plane, from a small
propeller plane to a double decker A380 or B747. The simulators can be scaled down or at real scale
and can include all and any construction and operational details such as hinged doors with airtight
closing, wings with different model engines, APU, landing gear, realistic cockpit and passenger
areas (economy and business class) etc.
The Shanghai Fire Training Center commercial aircraft simulator is a full-size replica of a Boeing 737700 and measures roughly 36m² (387.5ft²).

Full-size replica Boeing 737-700
Approx. W x L: 34 x 36m (111 x 118ft)
Mock-up engines
Mock-up landing gears
Operable doors
Cooling sprinkler system
Industrial grade painted steel
LPG fueled Spill Fire 6 x 5m (20 x 16.9ft)
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HYBRID AIRCRAFT FIRE TRAINING DESIGNS

Our Training Solutions team can also design hybrid constructions, to include features from several
different types of aircrafts. This is commonly required by training centers that want to offer a broad
range of aircraft training courses and cover the training needs of as many fire brigades as possible.
Below are a few examples of our hybrid (concept) aircraft designs.

aviation
AIRCRAFT DIGITAL FIRE TRAINING

Effective and realistic aviation fire training can also be pursued by fitting a decommissioned aircraft
with the LION digital fire technology and synthetic smoke system. Immersive emergency scenarios
can be created to help practice nozzle techniques, proper fire attack (with the digital nozzle or a real
water nozzle) and victims search and rescue.

Forward section (A380)
• Section length - approx. 33,5m (3.6ft)
• External shell width - approx. 7,14m (7.6ft)
• External shell height - approx. 8,41m (9ft)
Aft section (B767)
• Section length - approx. 20,10m (21.6ft)
• External shell width - approx. 5,03m (5.4ft)
• External shell height - approx. 5,41m (5.8ft)
Tail Engine (M-11)
Thirteen LPG fueled fire points:
• Port Wing Engine Fire
• Tail Engine Fire
• Fuselage Fire
• Undercarriage Fire
• Auxiliary Power Unit Fire
• Fuel Spill Fire at Starboard Wing
• Passenger Compartment Forward Fire
• Passenger Compartment Ceiling Fire
• Cockpit Fire
• Passenger Compartment Aft Fire
• Galley Fire
• Lavatory Fire
• Cargo Fire
Available in industrial grade painted steel,
corten or stainless steel.
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CABIN CREW TRAINING SIMULATOR - Aer Lingus, IE

Cabin crew fire training is an essential part of airborne traffic safety. LION (as HAAGEN) has
delivered cabin crew training units to companies all over the world (to clients such as KLM, Aer
Lingus, Austrian Airlines etc.). Cabin Crew Trainer designs can be as compact as a deployable or
fixed 20ft. container unit but can also be incorporated inside a training building or in a large aircraft
simulator.

Toilet unit mock-up
Seat and luggage compartment mock-up
Galley unit mock-up
Electric cabinet mock-up
Six LPG fuelled fire points:
• Waste Bin Fire
• Passenger Seat Fire
• Overhead Locker Fire
• Galley Trolley Fire
• Galley Cupboard Fire
• Electric Cabinet Fire
Gas detection system
Ventilation system
Synthetic smoke system
Extinguisher refilling station

hazmat & industrial
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HAZMAT & INDUSTRIAL
LION HazMat and industrial training structures provide a variety of repeatable,
hands-on chemical and industrial emergency response training scenarios. Built
full scale or sized down, as fixed structures or mobile, training structures feature
storage tanks with damage zones, cracks, punctures and ruptures as well as
leaking valves and faulty acid, chlorine and gasoline domes, spill fires and
BLEVE effects. Instructors can select training scenarios and dynamically adjust
the complexity and intensity of the leaks and fires during drills to create new
challenges for trainees.
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING TOOLS.......................................................................... VII-2
PORTABLE HAZMAT FIRE TRAINING PROPS................................................... VII-4
SPILL FIRES........................................................................................................... VII-6
HAZMAT TANKERS .............................................................................................. VII-8
PETROCHEMICAL PLANTS................................................................................. VII-13
OFFSHORE FIRE SIMULATORS ......................................................................... VII-20
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INSTRUCTION TRAINING TOOLS

EXPLO TRAINER

HAZMAT training starts in the classroom, with the proper instructions for prevention,
detection, containment and intervention in dangerous scenarios. LION has a range of training
tools that support all of the above mentioned stages of learning, such as the Vapor Blast,
Dust Blast, Explo Trainer and Digital Simulators.

The LION Explo Trainer uses emitters and sensor technology to simulate chemical and
explosive gas emission sources. The rugged handheld meter reads the electronic emissions
of four different “gases”, with customizable alarm levels and intensity settings.

VAPOUR BLAST
The LION Vapour Blast is designed for use in demonstrations and instruction sessions.
It demonstrates the explosive limits and effects of various concentrations of fuel.
Demonstration reactions are achieved by adding a number of drops of volatile, flammable
liquids, varying the temperature, and varying the mixing levels.

The Explo Trainer allows for comprehensive gas monitoring and response training for both
fire service professionals and safety personnel. Simulated gas sources can be set up in work
areas, chemical storage facilities, and near HVAC equipment where HAZMAT dangers can
actually exist. Students can be trained how different gases behave, how to locate emission
sources, and how to establish safety perimeters in the event of a hazard situation.

Once ignited, a short, yet safe, explosion may occur, blowing away the cork from the Vapour
Blast with significant force for effect. This exercise provides the trainees with practical
insights into the concepts of explosive materials.

DIGITAL
The LION responsive digital fire technology can also be applied to create HAZMAT scenarios,
such as the Chemical Parts Washer incorporated in our fire safety trailers.
Chemical Drum Prop with
Interchangeable Placards

TrashCan
Prop

Sparking Electrical
Box

Pull Station and
Alarm Strobe

Parts Washer
Prop

DUST BLAST
The LION Dust Blast graphically illustrates dust explosions to trainees before they get
into the field. Simulations may be carried out with different types of powders. The built-in
air compressor forces air into the combustion chamber and aerates the powder mix. The
demonstration explosion is detonated by electronic ignition.
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PORTABLE HAZMAT FIRE TRAINING PROPS - PRESSURE VESSEL FIRE PROP

PORTABLE HAZMAT FIRE TRAINING PROPS - STORAGE TANK FIRE TRAINING PROP

The Pressure Vessel Fire Training Prop is a portable training tool with intense flames, real
heat and smart controls. With a functioning vapor service valve, firefighters can practice
approaching the tank while shielded by hose lines to secure the fuel and extinguish the fire,
preventing a BLEVE.

The Storage Tank Fire Training Prop is a portable training tool with several training scenarios.
Trainees can practice proper attack techniques for a boiler fire, electrical panel fire, and
operable valve fire. Trainees can practice proper attack techniques for a storage tank fire,
flange fire operable valve fire.

PORTABLE HAZMAT FIRE TRAINING PROPS - FLANGE FIRE TRAINING PROP
The Flange Fire Training Prop is a portable training tool that can be used in combination with
other props (such as a spill fire), to intensify training scenarios. The prop has an operable
valve that can be closed shut during training.
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SPILL FIRES
LION spill fires are intense fire simulators that can be designed for use indoors as well as
outdoors, with adjusted burning surface areas and flame capacities. Visually, spill fire simulators
have the general appearance of a class B fire, resulting from fluids that have spilled to ground
level and pooled in one location. The flame generation and agent detection systems are located
as required to generate flame growth and simulate spread, and to detect the application of
extinguishing agent to the fire. LION fuel spills typically have a “Walk On” capability with no above
ground protrusions such as the pilot and flame emitting devices and field protection devices that
would cause trip hazards. Spill fires that do not have a “Walk On” design are safely set off with
railing or chained perimeters.
LION fire technologies support both propane and jet fueled or diesel fueled spill fires, with
computerized safety features that immediately stop the flames in case of an emergency.

Swedish Airforce Fighter Jet Spill Fire
(add on fire tray with kerosene fuel)

MARFF Tawazun Spill Fire
(add on fire tray)

Shanghai FB Petrochemical Plant Spill Fire Prop
(embedded fire tray with walk on function)

MFB Ship Simulator Spill Fire
(embedded fire tray without walk on function)

FDNY Ship Simulator Spill Fire (top floor fire tray)
VII-6
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MOBILE HAZMAT TRAINING TANKS – ANTWERPEN FIRE BRIGADE, BE

MOBILE HAZMAT TRAINING TANK – ZAVENTEM FIRE BRIGADE, BE

LION (as HAAGEN) delivered two mobile training units to the Antwerpen Fire Brigade,
installed on hook lift platforms. The platforms also transport the control and operation
installations for the simulators.

The HAZMAT training tank delivered to Zaventem Fire Brigade is a horizontal vessel with
several damage scenarios, installed on a hook lift platform with all ancillary systems.

•

HAZMAT Fire Training Tank

•

HAZMAT Leakage Control Tank

•

Approx. 6 × 2,5 × 2,5m (19 x 8.2 x 8.2ft)

•

Six liquid and gaseous leakages

•

Two gas storage tank props

•

Horizontal Vessel Prop

•

•

Five LPG fire points:

•

Several pressurized liquid and gaseous (smoke)

•

Four LPG fueled fire points:
Flange Fire

•

Synthetic Smoke System

leakages

•

Tank Spill Fire

•

Safety Valve Fire

•

Flange Fire (x2)

•

Pipe Rupture Fire

•

Pressure Relief Valve Fire (x2)

•

Spill Fire
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MOBILE INDUSTRIAL HAZMAT TRAINER, TAWAZUN, UAE
•

Custom built on a 40ft trailer platform

•

Add-on top deck with railing and ladder access

•

Self-contained

•

VII-10

Two LPG fueled fire points:
•

Mobile Spill Fire 1 × 2m (3.2 x 6.5ft)

•

Flange fire

•

Various tank containment failure simulators

•

Choice between gaseous and liquid leaks

•

Digital sound effects

hazmat & industrial
MOBILE INDUSTRIAL HAZMAT TRAINER, CEEMP, US

							

• Recommissioned 40ft tanker on trailer platform

							

• Choice between air and water leaks

							

• Various tank containment failure simulators

							

• Digital sound effects

							

• Add-on top deck with railing and ladder access

							

• Self-contained
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HAZMAT RAIL TANKER, FALCK FIRE TRAINING CENTER DORDRECHT, NL
•

Recommissioned rail tanker

•

Approx. 6 × 2,5 × 2,5m (19 x 8.2 x 8.2ft)

•

Three LPG fueled fire points:

•

•

Pressure Relief Valve Fire

•

Valve Fire

•

Flange Fire

hazmat & industrial
PETROCHEMICAL PLANT - PROVINCE DE HAINAUT, BE
The Petrochemical Plant designed for the Province de Hainaut is a four story open steel
structure with over 20 props and emergency simulations. The technical room is placed in a
20ft container on the ground floor of the plant, and a vertical technical tower runs through
the center of the structure, leading the operating installations to each of the plant floors, and
protecting them from direct flames or radiant heat damage.

Four fluid leaks which are fed by a water reservoir inside the tank.
•

•

Thirteen LPG fueled fire points:
•

Flange Fire with liquid leakage (x4)

•

Pump Fire

•

Spill Fire 2,5 x 4,5m (8 x 15ft)

•

Electrical Transformer Fire

•

Vertical Tank Fire Spill

•

Horizontal Tank Fire (x2)

•

Engine Fire

•

Leaking Valve Fire

Seven extra liquid leakages with colored leaks

HAZMAT TANKER PROVINCE DE HAINAUT, BE
•

Hook lift platform with built in control cabinet

•

New custom made horizontal tank with built-in technical room

•

•
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Two LPG fueled fire points with smoke bursts:
•

Pressure Relief Valve Fire

•

Flange Fire

Four gaseous/liquid leaks
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PETROCHEMICAL PLANT - SHANGHAI FIRE TRAINING CENTER, CH
•
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Structure designed by HAAGEN in collaboration with the project

•

Six LPG fueled fire points:

Architect

•

Sphere Tank Top Fire

•

Structure built by project contractor/subcontractors

•

Sphere Tank Bottom Fire

•

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with proprietary fire technology and

•

Rim Seal Tank Fire

operating systems

•

Spill Fire

•

Three cylindrical storage tank props

•

Vertical Tank Fire

•

One spherical storage tank prop

•

Horizontal Tank Fire

•

Three story high open steel structure
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PETROCHEMICAL PLANT - VICTORIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT TRAINING CENTER,
MELBOURNE, AUS
•

Structure designed by HAAGEN in collaboration with the
project Architect

•

Structure built by project contractor/subcontractors

•

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with proprietary fire
technology and operating systems

•
•
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Open steel structure, three story high
Nine LPG fueled fire points:
•

Tank Rim Seal Fire

•

Mega Spill Fire – 5 × 7m (16 x 22ft)

•

Progressive gutter fire

•

Flange Fire

•

Tank Fire

•

Gas Bottle Fire

•

Pump Fire
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PETROCHEMICAL PLANT - UAILL FIRE TRAINING CENTER, STRATHCLYDE, UK
•

Structure designed by HAAGEN in collaboration with
the project Architect

•

Structure built by project contractor/subcontractors

•

Structure fitted by HAAGEN with proprietary fire
technology and operating systems

•
•
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Three story high open steel structure
Four LPG fueled fire points:
•

Split Flange Fire

•

Overhead Pipe Fire

•

Horizontal Vessel Fire

•

Fuel Spill Fire 6 x 2m (19 x 6.6ft)
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OFFSHORE FIRE SIMULATORS
The isolated nature of working on-board an offshore platform brings a multitude of
challenges, as well as a number of potential risks. If an incident occurs on an offshore
platform, the initial response is critical. LION has developed advanced training systems
especially for offshore emergency response teams to gain true-to-life experience and
firefighting competences in a controlled environment.

CHEMICAL HALL - FALCK FIRE TRAINING CENTER, DORDRECHT, NL
The offshore training structure is used to simulate water and hydrocarbon firefighting
techniques and prepare trainees to experience the effects of heat and smoke. The specially
designed structure simulate fires from wellheads, flanges, valves, tanks, ruptured pipe work
and vessels.

•

Hall design with high ceiling and indoor
open steel structure with several
industrial props

•

Dimensions L × W × H: approx.
30 × 20 × 9m (98.5 x 65.7 x 29.6ft)

•

Designed for fire training purposes:
•

Ventilation system with afterburner
system (patented) for clean air
emissions

•

•

Gas detection system

•

Temperature monitoring system

•

Emergency evacuation system

•

Thermal shielding

•

Water drainage

•

Steel structure water cooling system

Seven gasoline fueled fire points with LPG
assisted ignition

•
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Synthetic smoke system
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MOBILE TRAINING SOLUTIONS
Mobility can be an important feature for emergency training solutions, for several
reasons. Mobility allows training to reach remote areas that would otherwise not
have regular access to crucial practice and instruction. Mobile training units can
be used in a cyclic plan that allows training at multiple locations simultaneously —
whether it is for the same, or for different/complementary skills.
Mobile units are a great solution for owners that do not have the grounds/facilities
for fixed training, or are operating on a limited/shared budget. Shared budget,
shared training, optimal cost-efficiency rate.
Mobile training units also provide the possibility to bring hands-on training to large
audiences of the general public, for awareness and prevention exercises.
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SAFETY TRAINING TRAILERS

LION SMART FIRE SAFETY TRAILER MEDIUM

LION designs a standard line of public safety trailers that are fitted with smart digital fire
technology and other - non-fire - emergency enhancing features such as sound effects,
light effects and synthetic smoke. Aside from the standard small, medium and large
options, customized designs can be developed as well, to suit your local training needs and
recognizable features.

The Medium Smart Safety Trailer is a 27ft construction, fitted with a Briefing Room, a
Kitchenette and Bedroom Fire scenario. The Kitchenette Fire scenario includes a digital oven
fire, with stove top fire extension, a digital trashcan fire, a digital fire extinguisher, residential
style smoke detectors that sound off when the smoke has reached the ceiling, and a phone
with a pre-recorded emergency operator. Integrated overhead heaters vary in intensity,
based on the size of the simulated fire.

LION SMART FIRE SAFETY TRAILER SMALL
The Small Smart Safety Trailer is a 21ft construction, fitted with a Kitchenette and Bedroom
Fire scenario. The Kitchenette Fire scenario includes a digital cooktop fire, a digital fire
extinguisher, residential style smoke detectors that sound off when the smoke has reached
the ceiling, and a phone with a pre-recorded emergency operator. The Bedroom Fire scenario
includes a defective electrical plug, smoke detectors and an evacuation window with escape
ladder.
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mobile training solutions

The Bedroom Fire scenario includes a heated and smoking door, smoke detectors and an
evacuation window with escape ladder.
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LION SMART FIRE SAFETY TRAILER LARGE

MOBILE PUBLIC EDUCATION SAFETY UNIT, SAFETY REGION HAAGLANDEN, NL

The Large Smart Safety Trailer is a 39ft construction, fitted with a Briefing Room, Kitchen,
Industrial and Bedroom Fire scenario. The Kitchenette Fire scenario includes a digital oven
fire, with stove top fire extension, a digital trashcan fire, a digital fire extinguisher, residential
style smoke detectors that sound off when the smoke has reached the ceiling, and a phone
with a pre-recorded emergency operator. Integrated overhead heaters vary in intensity,
based on the size of the simulated fire.

The digitally enhanced training unit delivered to Safety Region Haaglanden is a 20ft hooklift
structure designed to replicate a residential environment. The unit includes a variety of
scenarios, potential hazardous situations as well as the most common household dangerous
occurrences, and supports the training of the general public in awareness and preventative
behavior towards household safety.

The Bedroom Fire scenario includes a heated and
smoking door, and an evacuation window with
escape ladder. The Industrial Fire scenario includes
a Sparkling Electrical Box, Parts Washer Fire, Pull
Station Prop with alarm and strobes, and an Electrical
Power Shut-Off Prop.
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The unit is covered in a weather resistant vinyl print replicating a brick house, and a hinged
printed board is used to simulate the roof of the house.
•

TV Fire

•

Kitchen Cabinet Fire

•

Emergency Phone Call Simulator

•

Heated and Smoking Door Prop

•

Chimney Fire

•

Synthetic Smoke System

•

Waste Bin Fire

•

Defective Electrical Plug

•

Ventilation System

•

Oven Fire

•

Electrical Cabinet Short-circuit

•

Outdoor displays with TIC footage from

•

Extraction Hood Fire

•

Dryer Fire

•

Cooker Top Fire

•

CO Detector Simulator

•

Frying Pan Fire

•

Smoke Detectors

inside the unit
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MOBILE MULTI-FUNCTIONAL SAFETY EDUCATION UNIT (MMSEU), TAWAZUN, UAE

LuCIE — BET, FR

The safety trailer delivered to Tawazun is a multifunctional unit built inside a 44ft trailer, with
a classroom/ debriefing area, two digital training rooms and one live fire training room. The
MMSEU is a self-contained training unit powered by a built in power aggregate and fueled
with refillable LPG cylinders.

Between 2013 and 2017, LION (as HAAGEN)
has delivered 8 similar units to BET Sécurité
Incendie to support their growth in providing
nationwide fire safety training in the territory
of France. The units are compact and include
the complete range of training scenarios
needed to complete a certified training
course. BET purchased the bus units and
had them delivered to our manufacturing
warehouse in the Netherlands, where
the units got modified for the intended
purpose and fitted with our proprietary fire
technologies and operating systems.

A buit in wheelchair lift and adjusted interior design make the MMSEU accessible for mobility
impaired trainees.

Interactive (Digital) Kitchen
Emergency Training Room

Interactive (Digital) Bedroom
Emergency Training Room

Briefing Classroom

•

Kitchen Stove/Oven Fire

•

Heated and Smoking Door Prop

Live Fire Room (LPG)

•

Smoking Oven

•

Smoking Outlet

•

Countertop Fire

•

Fire spread to stovetop

•

Smoke Detector (switch operated)

•

Flat Screen Fire

•

Smoking Outlet

•

Towel rack and towel for smoking door

•

Synthetic Smoke System

•

Smoking Toaster

scenario interactions

•

4 refillable 6 liter (10lb) water extinguishers

•

Digital Extinguisher

Sliding Window with Exterior Mounted

•

•

Waste Bin Fire

•

Overhead heaters

•

Temperature Monitoring System

•

Smoke Detector

•

Gas Detection System

•

Ventilation System

•

•

Escape Ladder

Accommodates 12 trainees

Extinguishers filling station with 80 liter
(176 lb) water tank

Natural Disaster Emergency Simulation Package

Camera and Video Display Package

•

Sand Storm weather emergency simulation

•

Eight (8) wall mounted digital color video cameras

•

Flood emergency simulation

•

iPad controller with pre-installed network software

•

Earthquake emergency simulation

•

•

Features video emergency program, surround sound media

•

•

Two LPG fueled fire points:
•

Pocket Fire

•

Flat Screen Fire

Light and sound effects system (FS-Box)

•

Extinguisher refilling station

•

Synthetic smoke system

•

Wireless remote control

•

Extinguishing water recycling reservoir

Three display screens, one inside the briefing classroom and
two on the outside of the trailer

system, subwoofer, light effects, weather radio, emergency
lighting
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PUBLIC EDUCATION TRAINING UNIT (LPG), A SAFETYBUS, FR

FIRE INTERVENTION TRAILER (LPG), BHV, ARBO UNIE, NL

The aim of fire safety training is to convey safe behavior to the trainees, and to make them
aware that prevention and evacuation are the most favorable reactions to a fire emergency.
With this public education training unit, trainees are able to practice closing a gas valve,
cutting off power, choosing and applying fire extinguishers correctly.

The fire intervention trailer of Arbo Unie is used for training fire safety awareness and
readiness among companies and institutions since 2004. Built inside an eight meter (26ft)
long trailer, the training unit houses essential fire training scenarios and equipment for the
intended training purpose. Equipped with its own gas bottles, electrical aggregate and water
supply (300L/80Gal tank), the trailer is self-contained.

UNIT I — SAFETYBUS

UNIT II — SAFET’EASY

•

•

Transport bus unit, modified for intended purpose:

•

Ventilation system

•

Gas detection system

•

Gas detection system

•

Temperature monitoring system

•

Temperature monitoring system

•

Emergency evacuation system

•

Emergency evacuation system

•

Thermal shielding

•

Thermal shielding

•

8m semi-trailer

•

Temperature monitoring system

Water drainage

•

Water drainage

•

Four LPG fueled fire points:

•

Gas detection system

Three LPG fueled fire points:

•

Stove Fire with Extraction Hood flare-up

•

Ventilation system

Surface Fire

•

Emergency stop system

•
•

Transport bus unit, modified for intended purpose:

Ventilation system

•
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Four LPG fueled fire points:

•

•

Electrical Panel Fire

•

Dust Bin Fire

•

•

Waste Bin Fire

•

Flat Screen Fire

•

Computer Screen Fire

•

Synthetic smoke system

•

Flat Screen Fire

•

Storage Shelves Fire

•

Dustbin Fire

•

Wired remote control

•

Cooker Fire

•

Classroom for 12 students

•

Synthetic smoke system

•

Classroom for 7 students

•

Synthetic smoke system
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FIRE TRAINING TRAILER (LPG), CNPP, FR

MOBILE FIRE TRAINING PODS, COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY, AUS

The fire training trailer of Center National de Prévention et de Protection (CNPP) is a notable
design solution due to the large number (7) of training scenarios that fit inside the unit, along
with a debriefing area that accommodates 12 trainees, all in a 40ft structure.

In 2015, LION (as HAAGEN) delivered seven (7) mobile fire training pods to the Country Fire
Authority. These pods, designed with three different scenarios, provide remote fire training to
the fire brigades and other first responders of Australia. The three designs adopted for this
training fleet are based on the following scenarios: a car fire scenario, a domestic dwelling
scenario and a small industrial scenario. Three similar training units have been delivered
previously to CFA (2012).

•

40ft trailer

•

Seven LPG fueled fire points:
•

Stair Fire

•

M-Fire Stove

•

Dustbin Fire

•

M-Fire Rack

•

Gas Meter Fire

•

Computer Screen Fire

•

Electric Cabinet Fire

•

Temperature monitoring system

•

Gas detection system

•

CO detection system

•

Emergency stop system

•

Ventilation system

•

Wireless remote control

•

Synthetic smoke system

The training units are built inside 20ft containers, modified for the intended use.

CAR FIRE MODULE
•

Vehicle Fires (LPG)

DOMESTIC DWELLING
MODULE

SMALL INDUSTRIAL
MODULE

•

Mechanical winched arm system

•

•

•

Self-contained

•

Kitchen Stove Fire

•

•

Four (4) units inside the fleet

•

Sofa Fire

Cylinder Prop

•

TV Fire

•

Three LPG fueled fire points:

Two LPG fueled fire points:
One Interchangeable Fire with Gas
Engine Fire

•

Self-contained

•

Self-contained

•

Three (3) units inside the fleet

•

Three (3) units inside the fleet
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FIRE TRAINING TRAILER — SDIS 25, FR

•
•

European standards compliant trailer
45ft container modified for fire training,

mobile training solutions
CFBT UNIT, HONG KONG FIRE BRIGADE, CN
The mobile carbonaceous fire behavior training unit designed for the Hong Kong Fire Brigade
in 2013 consists of two 40ft containers installed on trailers and modified to be suited for the
intended purpose. One of the containers houses the Class A Fire Cell and Smart Class A Fire
Crib and the second container houses a forced draft afterburner system, for clean emissions.

with three training rooms
•
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Six LPG fueled fire points:
•

Sofa Fire

•

Electric Cabinet Fire

•

Two 40ft containers

•

Gas Meter Fire

•

One Smart Class A Fire Crib (dual fuel)

•

Flashover

•

Fire Cell with Class A refractory tiles

•

Kitchen Fire

•

Forced Draft Afterburner System

•

Stair Fire

•

Backdraft Indicator

•

Forcible Door

•

Unstable Floor

•

Sound Effects

•

Synthetic Smoke System

•

Supervision from Control Room Window

•

300kg (660lb) propane tank supply

•

Diesel fueled power generator

•

Storage area for 40 BA bottles and masks

•

BA masks washer and dryer
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GEORGIA POWER MOBILE CFBT — MCDONOUGH, GA, USA

mobile training solutions
SPECIAL MOBILE DESIGNS
The LION portfolio includes many mobile training units with specific training objectives.
These units can be referred to in further detail under their respective Tabs.
Mobile Aviation Rescue Fire Fighting Trainer (MARFFT), Tawazun, UAE

This simulator has foldable wings and stairs and can be used from the trailer it is installed
on, when connected to a second utilities trailer that houses the control room, gas tank and
power generator.

•

40 ft custom build Flashover CFBT unit

•

Class A Fire Cell

•

Class A Fire Crib (dual fuel)

•

Installed on a 45 ft trailer

Bus Fire Simulator, Taiwan Fire
Academy, TW

This simulator not only
replicates a vehicle through
its scenarios and overall
appearance, but it is also
installed on a trailer and
can be deployed around the
country to provide Taiwanese
fire brigades the critical skills
needed for fighting bus fires.
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Mobile Industrial Hazmat Trainer (MIHT), Tawazun, UAE

This simulator is a self-contained mobile industrial hazmat
trainer with various tank containment failure scenarios
(gaseous and liquid leaks, LPG fire points, and sound
effects). The simulator is installed on a 40ft platform trailer.
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Mobile SCBA Training Unit — South Yorkshire FRS, UK

The 20ft SCBA unit delivered to the SYFRS is a custom build design that slides outwards
to double the training area into a cage room and an additional search and rescue area with
moveable wall partitions and doors. The slide in and out can easily be performed manually,
with the help of the built in heavy duty wheels. The hooklift system can be transported to any
location for comprehensive SCBA training.

Mobile Industrial HazMat Tanker — CEEMP, USA

Recomissioned HAZMAT tankers can be mobilized on their original chassis. This design
provides easy transportation as well as enhancing the realism of the training scenario. When
fire points are included in the unit’s design, custom build thermal shielding hinged flaps will
be covering the chassis components from heat and flame impingement.
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SCBA & USAR
The LION Self Contained Breathing Apparatus Training System provides a
challenging yet safe and controlled environment for gaining mask confidence and
confined space operations skills.
SCBA training can take place in any type of training structure, from a modular
training unit, mobile or fixed, to an add-on to your existing training complex.
The training environment can be adapted to suit your training needs and create
scenario variation for escalated training.
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scba

CONTAINERIZED SCBA TRAINING UNIT – TOTAL, FR

CONTAINERIZED SCBA TRAINING UNIT – DUBAI AIRPORTS, UAE

The Containerized SCBA Training Unit delivered to TOTAL is a compact design inside a
20ft container. Within this project, LION also designed and delivered a 20ft live fire training
container. This set up has been chosen by TOTAL for two of its training locations: France
and Angola.

The Containerized SCBA Training Unit for Dubai Airports is a comprehensive design built
inside a 40ft container, that provides a complete range of scenarios with escalating difficulty
and special sound and light effects. The roof of the container is designed as a partially
accessible training area, with a checker plate anti-slip finish.

The 20ft SCBA unit provides 22,5m (74ft) of crawl route and is equipped with a light effect
system (FS Box) for enhanced realism.

•

40ft container with partial walkable roof

•

Roof access hatch

•

28m³ (988ft³) BA training gallery with
several obstacles

IX-2

•

Delivered twice (TOTAL France and TOTAL Angola)

•

Synthetic smoke system

•

20ft container with partial walkable roof

•

Light effect system

•

Roof access hatch

•

CCTV system

•

20m³ (706ft³) BA training gallery with several obstacles

•

Wired remote control

•

Approx. 22,5m (74ft) crawl route

•

Approx. 35m (115ft) crawl route

•

Synthetic smoke system

•

Sound effect system

•

Light effect system

•

SCADA system

•

Wireless remote control
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CONTAINERIZED SCBA TRAINING UNIT - PROVINCE DE LIÈGE, BE

CONTAINERIZED SCBA TRAINING UNIT - VILLE DE WAVRE, BE

The Containerized SCBA Training Unit for the Liège province fire brigade is part of a
multipurpose modular training unit that also includes a live fire training room (LPG). This
design allows for both BA training and fire attack training to be executed simultaneously
with two teams or in succession, as desired. The live fire training room is built in the upper
20ft container and includes a Kitchen Fire scenario.

The SCBA Training Unit designed for the Ville de Wavre fire district is a mobile modular
construction built inside two hook arm containers. When placed for training, the two
containers communicate through a flexible crawl tube. The roof of the containers can be
turned into an accessible training area, by adding the quick connect safety railing. The
walkable roof surfaces have a checker plate anti-slip finish.

•

Multipurpose modular training unit

•

Heat zones

•

Two 20ft containers with hook arm

•

One 20ft live fire training container with Kitchen Fire

•

Walkable roof construction

•

Walkable roof construction

•

One 40ft BA training container

•

Roof access hatch to/from BA gallery

•

Roof access hatch

•

30m³ (1,059ft³) BA training gallery with several obstacles

•

Synthetic smoke system

•

Approx. 38m (125ft) crawl route

•

Wireless remote control

•
•

31m³ (1,095ft³) BA gallery with

•

Synthetic smoke system

several obstacles

•

CCTV system

Approx. 38m (125ft) crawl route

•

Wireless remote control
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MOBILE SCBA TRAINING UNIT — SOUTH YORKSHIRE FRS, UK
The 20ft SCBA unit delivered to the SYFRS is a custom build design that slides outwards
to double the training area into a cage room and an additional search and rescue area with
moveable wall partitions and doors. The slide in and out can easily be performed manually,
with the help of the built in heavy duty wheels. The hooklift system can be transported to
any location for comprehensive SCBA training.

scba
STRUCTURAL SCBA TRAINING UNIT - VALLE D’AOSTA, IT
The SCBA training unit for the Valle d’Aosta fire brigade is a complex system with extensive
features and intricate scenarios. The training room is built in a side branch of a real tunnel (in
use by regular traffic), to provide fire brigades with the opportunity to perform tunnel rescue
drills in the actual environment. A LION Car Fire Prop is also part of their training arsenal.
The cage construction is 2m (6.5ft) tall per floor, with alternate crawl sections and obstacles.
Training scenarios are focused on dis/orientation in unknown environments with varying
stress factors (heat, low visibility due to smoke, light effects), as well as BA techniques. The
top floor is made of steel plate moveable walls to further impair vision
and induce disorientation.
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•

Tall BA cage construction (standing parkour) – 2m (6.5ft) high

•

Location detection sensors

•

Several crawl sections and crawl obstacles

•

Heat zones

•

Unlimited walking route possibilities due to dynamic

•

Temperature monitoring system

parkour control

•

Synthetic smoke system

•

Magnetic door close/release systems

•

SCADA system

•

Moveable walls section

•

83m³ (2,931ft³) BA gallery with various obstacles
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STRUCTURAL SCBA TRAINING UNIT – SDIS 52, FR

STRUCTURAL SCBA TRAINING UNIT – CIVIL DEFENSE, KSA

The SCBA training unit installed inside the multipurpose training building of the SDIS 52 is
a five story high tower that stretches over two floors of the structure. The design includes a
large number of obstacles and interactive props such as access code panels, flanges and
valves, unstable floor areas etc.

The structural SCBA training unit installed in Riyadh for the KSA Civil Defense is a
comprehensive structure that includes several obstacles, operable props as well as
environment stress factors such as light effects and heat zones. The unit is supervised and
controlled through the central control room that is equipped with a SCADA system.

The parkour is monitored with location sensors that communicate with the Control Room.
Pre-programmed scenarios can be inputted into the SCADA system, or real time scenarios
can be created based on the actions of the students: extra smoke bursts or light effects. An
electrical panel with operable buttons is included in the scenario as part of the drill, and the
walking route can be modified in real time by magnetic control of the doors.
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•

Approx. 90m (295ft) of walking/crawling route

•

Magnetic door close/release systems

•

Location detection sensors

•

Operable props (flanges, access code panels etc.)

•

Light effects system

•

Synthetic smoke system

•

51m³ (1,801ft³) BA gallery with several obstacles

•

SCADA system

•

Approx. 64m (209ft) of walking/crawling route

•

135m³ (4,767ft³) BA gallery with several obstacles

•

Magnetic door close/release systems

•

Operable props (flanges, access code panels)

•

Location detection sensors

•

Light effects system

•

Synthetic smoke system

•

Temperature monitoring system

•

SCADA system
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USAR TRAINING STRUCTURES
USAR training structures provide challenging team training exercises for firefighters of all
skill levels. USAR training scenarios can include working in confined spaces, simulated
water and gas leaks, extrications, SCBA training, working with heights, multi-level collapsed
buildings, technical search and shoring, and breaking and breaching skills. Synthetic smoke
production, digital fire and/or live fire can be incorporated into the training as well.
Trainees can use basic principles coupled with modern technology to lift, move, and
stabilize heavy masses. Our Solution Architects always recommend including such a
structure in the design of a multidisciplinary training site, to provide vital hands-on USAR
training in a controlled environment.

Shanghai Fire Training Center, Shanghai, CN
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Victorian Emergency Management Training Center, Melbourne, AUS

index

Falck Training Center, Dordrecht, NL
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